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Santa Fe Will Be Well
at Speech Fest
at Mountainair
"NEW MEXICO"
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THEME BLUE BALLOT TO BE RETAINED

HIS

PROSECUTION UNDERWOOD

-

Special to the New Mexican.
Washington, D. C, Aug. 4. It is
quite certain that the Nelson substitute for the Flood resolution will pass
and be signed by the President by
the end or next week. The recall of
judges In Arizona muBt be eliminated
but the "little blue" ballot for New
Mexico may be"" retained, that being
now the basis for a proposed compromise. At two o'clock upon motion
of Chairman Smith of the Senate committee on territories, the statehood
resolution was laid before the Senate. Senator Heyburn made a vigor
ous speech against the recall of judg
es in Arizona. There is no opposition
to the admission of New Mexico. The
Democrats went Into the cloak room
to break the quorum and the Senate
had to adjourn at 2:30 o'clock.
A. A. Jones and Summers Burkhart
are fighting hard, to retain the blue
ballot and probably will win because
of the wobbly attitude of some of the
Republicans in New Mexico. The
President is opposed to any change or
another vote on the New Mexico constitution but would not veto the Nel
son resolution if it retains that part
of the Flood resolution.
Delegate W. H. Andrews presented
Simon Stern, president of the Albu
querque Commercial Club, Dr. Kraft
and a delegation of New Mexico Dem
ocrats to the President, who repeated
to them .what he had said many times
before that he would not sign the
Flood resolution unless it eliminated
the recall of judges in the Arizona
constitution. He also expressed a desire that New Mexico be not asked to
vote again on any portion of its con
stitution, which he declared very
good, an'd which had been adopted by
The New Mexican
18,000 majority.
told him that they were willing to accept statehood under almost any conditions.
Delegate W. H. Andrews and Ralph
Cameron and Hon. Charles A. Spiess
that their vigorous fight
will win. Bird S. Coler
of New York, representing Santa Fe
county bond holders, is in Washing
ton urging his Democratic brethren
to vote for statehood.

Governor William J. Mills will leave
tonight on Santa Fe train No. 7 for
Albuquerque where he will take a
Pullman for Mountainair, delivering
an address on the 'Resources of New
Mexico" at tne Chautauqua there tomorrow. The governor will return
Sunday! There will be quite a party
from Albuquerque making the trip ana
the governor, and the others will remain over night in the Pullman which
it
will be put on a sidetrack after
v,
-governor
The
icabuvo nTnuntainair.
jiiiu.w-Is in excellent health and the large
amount of traveling he has Had to do
past few weeks seems to have
out- benefited him, as it has taken.him

inhe

Superintendent of Public Instruction
E. Clark is at the Chautauqua today
delivering an address on Education at
",;
this is education day. ti I . wan0v nn Tour.
ill
Assistant Superintendent of Public
Instruction Acasio Gallegos will leave
tomorrow to, visit the institute at
Mountainair and from that place he
will go to Guadalupe and then to
Union county to visit the institutes.

J.

Irrigation Address.

Territorial Engineer Charles D. Miller will leave tonight for Mountainair
nrhoi-t, will riolivor nn address on
Irrigation tomorrow, Resources Day.
Mr. Miller has carefully prepared inis
address which will D a lengthy end
Interesting one.
Treasurer Back.
J
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
has returned from Laa Vegas where
he accompanied his son, Miguel Qtero
Jr., on a visit with friends. Mr. Otero
had a very pleasant visit In the city
which was once his old home and
friends were indeed
many of his
glad to see him.

-

APPORTIONMENT TQ PRESIDENT

IN
FOREST FIRE
CALIFORNIA UNDER CONTROL,

House Agrees to Amendment
Which Prohibits Gerry- mandering in Future.

They Are SUM Causing Much Un
easiness However In Orange and
Other Counties.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. VC, Aug. 4. The
Aug.
Washington,
House
today concurred in the Senate
though the fosest fires in the Angeles amendments to the congressional reNational forest in San Benardlno
apportionment bill to prevent gerryRiverside, and Orange counties, Cali mandering and passed the measure as
fornia which were yesterday reported amended.. The bill now goes to the
to be beyond control, are still causing President
for approval.
much uneasiness, the fire fighters ere
Cause Nqn Concurrence
Lemons
to
flames
the
hopeful of overcoming
Washington,, D. C, Aug. 4. Tne
day. The information came in a tele- Forester DuBoIs Farmers Free 'List bill was sent to
. gram from District
conference today by the Senate after
at San Francisco.
refusing to aeeept the House amendment placing lemons on the free list.
Senators Penrose, Cullom, La Follette,
St COMING HOME ON
Bailey and Simmons were named cona special.;
ferees. They kre also on the wool
X vTJttougli the vigorous repre- bill conference on which the free list
St sanations oi City Agent H. S.
conference will be virtually an exten-St Lutx, the Santa Fe will run a
St special out of Albuquerque,
St , leaving there at 4 ' p in., to
St bring home the excursionists
VEDRINES PLIES FROM
from Santo Domingo. They St:
, St
LONDON TO DIEPPE
m..
St
St will arrive here at 7:30 p.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexlaa
St as first scheduled.
Santa Fe St Dieppe, France, Aug. 4. Jules y
St people appreciate this courtesy St drinea flying from London, landed, on
St and enterprise of the Santa- Fe. St the coast here safely, at 8:46 o'clock
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TODAY IN CONGRESS.
Senate met at noon.
Debate begun on Arizona and
New Mexico statehood bills
after disposal of routine busi- ness.
Charles A. White, confessed
bribe-takewas
in the Lorimer election investi- gation here.
The wool bill conferees and
with a desire to hurry matters,

S

X
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It May Prevent Ratification
at This Session of
Congress
EFFORT

BUT

WILL BE

MADE

Foreign Relation Committee Will
Consider Treaties Tomorrow(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, Aug. 4. Five
minutes after the Senate convened today, President Taft sent the general
arbitration
treaties between the

United States and Great Britain and
the United States and France to the
Capitol. Each treaty was accompanied
by a formal message of transmittal.
Pending an- executive session the
treaties remained on tne Vice President's desk. The foreign relations committee will consider them tomorrow.
Chairman Cullom expressed hope that
they might be ratified at this session
of congress but admitted that some
opposition had developed.
HAYTI'S TROUBLES ARE
' I
ONLY BEGINNING.
Rival Rebel Factions Will Now Have
to Fight for Supremacy In
Republic.
(By Special Leased Wins to New Mexican)
Port Au Prince, HaytL Aug. 4.
Ganenal Aifonie Simon sailed last

,

night for Kingston, Jamaica, the re
fuge of Hayti's fallen heroes.
. With Simon
disposed of, attention
has turned to his successor and there
is much uneasiness regarding the fu
ture.
n
General Leconte .and General
both are avowed candidates for
the presidency.. , They have rival rev
olutionary armies. Neither leader has
arrived at the capital but the follow
ers are in possession of the city and
the feeling between the two parties
is far from friendly.
The danger now Is that neither
general will be disposed to retire in
favor of the other and that the issue
must be literally fought out,'
The diplomatic corps is doing every
thing possible to avoid a conflict Today they held a conference to decide
on a committee of public safety satisfactory to all factions, to whom the
security of the capital may be en
trusted.
Fir-mi-

SENATE COMMITTEE

GIRL FOR

CON- -

DEMNS LEGAL KIDNAPPING,
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, Aug. 4. The pro
cess of "Legal kidnapping" as in, the
labor cases of Moyer, Heywood and
McNamara, was condemned by . .re
ports of the senate select commit
,

D. C; Aug. 4.
Washington,.
X House: Cotton bill received
and referred to committee with
X instructions to report August
X 10.
how- Committee
X
expected
X ever,, to report bill adversely
X tomorrow.
Conferees on campaign pub- X
X licity bill practically have
X feachcd an agreement.
X
Hearings on proposed trust
X legislation fixed for November
on In- X 15 before committee
X terstate Commerce.
X
Farmers Free List bill sent
X to conference, Senate disagree- X ing on free lemons. Mr. Hey- the
X burn, of Idaho, opposed
X recall feature of the Arizona
X constitution during considera- X tion of statehood.
Third degree committee con- X
X demned "legal kidnaping."
X
Adjourned at 2 : 45 P. m. until
X noon tomorrow.

X
X
X
X
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X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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Publicity.
C Aug). 4. The
Washington,
conferees on the campaign publicity
bill have practically reached an agree
ment to report to the Senate the bill
with a modification striking out the
revision fixing the rate per voter that
Campaign

!D.

One of Them Was Well Preserved
lthough Buried for More Than

A-

Thirty Yean.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Cheyenne, Wyo., Aug. 4. Three
bodies were exhumed in this city by
excavating for a cellar, one
each candidate for the Senate or workmen was
in perfect state of preso.f which
House of Representatives may be per
not even petrification having
mitted to pay by way of campaign ervation,
set in, notwithstanding it had been
expense.
buried for over thirty years.
Penrose Startles Democrats.
This was the body of Charles Mor- The House cotton tariff bill reacned 'gan, who was hanged thirty years ago
the Senate today and on motion of
by the Cheyenne vigilance committee,
Democratic Leader Martin, was referbeen one of the most notori
red to the finance committee byta vote having
outlaws
in this section of the coun
ous
of 38 to 26, with instructions to re- for
years, previous to this
many
try
x 1. i
nn mi..
l
in
pon u uacn uy Augustl
Bnmmary action.
wnere
u
,
oi tne mil irom tne House
tnrrnttm. the
h
was passed last night precipitated a
been buried in a rudely
having
body
lively debate. ,
improvised grave in a section which
Chiarman Penrose of the finance at that time was not expected ever
committee announced the committee to become a part of the city.
would meet tomorrow.
We will not wait until the tenth CHARLIE SCHWAB ON
to report the cotton bill," he said,
THE WITNESS STAND.
but will take it up and report it im
We will bring it back to- Had Just Returned Home From Meet-inmediately.
morrow and if conditions seem right
of Steel Manufacturers at
I shall ask that an early day be fixed
Brussels.
'
for, a vote by the Senate."
rRv Sruwlnl reaaed Wire to New Mexican)
Wool.-New York, Augl 4, CJharles M.
Conference on
When the conferees on the wool Schawb. president of the Bethlehem
tariff revision bill met today. Senator comoany. and former president of the
LaFollette and Representative Under- - United States Steel Corporation, faced
wood were appointed a
the House committee of Inquiry into
tee to consider and report on the dif- steel corporation today. Mr. Schwab
ferences between the two Houses. The recently returned from Europe wnere
motion for their appointment, made he attended the International Confer-b- Senator Bailey, was on the ground ence of Steel Manufacturers at Brusthat they represent the extreme ele- - aels.
ments of the Senate and House re- W. GATES HAS
JOH
yr,
spectively. RALLY THIS AFTERNOON
Upon the , appointment of the sub
committee, the other members with
Wire to New Mexican)
drew, leaving the two combatants to (By Special Leased
Paris, Aug. 4. (3 p. m.) John W.
fight the battle alone and unobserved..
Both Mr. LaFollette and Mr. Un-- Gates, the American financier, has
shown more strength this afternoon
his physicians feel more hopeful
and
on
Page Five.),
(Continued
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THE SCHEDULE.
X

v

Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. X
Arrive Santo Domingo 10:30 X

I

a. m.

X

leave Santo

Domingo 5 p'. m. X
arrive Santa Fe 7: SO p. m. X
Conductor Barry, Engineer X
Cook and Brakeman Ortiz are X
in charge of the special train.
X

XXXXXXXXXXXS

With powerful field glasses strapped
around their chests, cameras and kodaks of many kinds in their hands;
booklets on "The Indians of the
Southwest" in their pockets and lunch
boxes and packages under their arms,
a "battalion" or two of scientists,
tourists, residents and excursionists
in quest of an outing, left this morning in special cars over the Santa Fe
for Santo Domingo there to witness
the weird corn dance of the real American Indian.

It was a splendid gathering that

City Agent of the Santa Fe Harvey
Lutz faced at 8 o'clock this morning
and showed beyond question that ev
en this day when automobiles are
widely used, a special train to a special
dance is appreciated.
131

Go.

Mr. Lutz stated that 131 persons
left at 8:10 this morning on the regular train for Lamy, but with an additional coach to accommodate
the
crowd. There were many archaeologists from all over the land. These
are attending the summer school hers
and are keenly Interested in the Indian dance as they are in the Indian's
customs and costumes. Many Santa
Feans also took advantage of the. excursion rate which was only $2 for
the return trip and many visitors in
the city also thought the outing a
capital idea.
At Lamy the train became a "spe
Santo
cial" and proceeded at once
Domingo, running two miles beyond
the station, so as to take the sightseers close to the Indian village. Tbey
alighted and walked across a field or
two and then came in sight of the pueblo which today is in gala attaire. The
excursionists were due at the pueblo
shortly after 10:30 a. m. and as the
dance did not begin until "high noon"
they had plenty of time to become accustomed to their surroundings and
to choose a shady nook for the mid'
day meal.
Ice Cream By Gallon.
An enterprising Santa Fean forsaw

9

.

a' great thirst and hunger for things
are cold so he took on the spethat
the
in
several points
west, including
Oklahoma
City, cial train about thirty gallons of ice
besides,
probably
Kansas City, Fort Worth and Chicago. cream which he distributed in cones
A final determination of the com to the hungry multitude.
The Weather.
;
mission's proceedings is not expected
The weather was glorious for such
before next spring.
an excursion, not a cloud to threaten
or mar the beauty of the great King
ESTES PARK HOTEL
BURNS TO GROUND. of Day to whom the dancers will look
In awe and reverence as they whirl
dance.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) around in their ancient
The dance, by the way, will conEstes Park, Colo., Aug. 4 The Estes
Park hotel, the second largest hostel- tinue until the sun takes his departure
ry In northern Colorado, was this from the sky and sinks into slumber
morning totally destroyed by fire be in the "far west."
Then the Indian lowers his eyes,
lieved to be of Incendiary origin. The
flames, broke out after the 250 summer ceases the patting of his twinkling,
guests were up and all escaped. All bare feet, chases away that look of
lost their personal belongings. Loss awe from his perspiring faceand re
turns to his tepee, his heart gladdened
about $30,000.
..
by the knowledge that he had accom- to
the
act
thanks
of
his
great
plished
j
orb which has ripened his corn and
AID
land
for
many ;,
brought plenty into the

1
i

..

GERi.1t

moons to come.

FRANCE AGREE

A Great Dance.
The Santo Domingo dance is a
great function and one worthy of the
trip to the pueblo. It is of course surpassing interest chiefly to the person who has never seen it before. The
gorgeous costumes, the curious yelps

'

of

War Clouds of Europe Are
Thus Dispersed by Good
Sense of Nations
SWAP

WILL

THEIR

COLONIES

Exact Basis of Adjustment of the
Moroccan Dispute Not Yet
Made Public
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Berlin, Aug. 4. The end of the
Moroccan trouble between Germany
and France is in sight.- - Jules Cambon

the French ambassador t Berlin and
the
Malor Von Kiderlen-WaechteGerman foreign secretary today, found
a common ground of settlement on
general lines, though the details re
main to be worked out.
Some time will be consumed disposing of the details. The nature of the
settlement could not be learned except
that it Involves a considerable trading of colonial possessions and so
transfers the center of interest from
the foreign to the colonial office.
Russia as Peacemaker.,, . . ,,
It Is understood that Russia played
the part of a mutual friend and interposed at London and Paris to take the
rough edges off the English attitude
the challenging tone of whica for
time was more threatening to peace
than the actual subject of the nego
tiations.
r,

).

X

i

Denver.
Many Railways Involved.
The respondent railways number
162.
The investigation is based on
complaints of the rates filed with the
commission by the rallroaoT commission of Oklahoma, the Texas Cattle
Raisers Association,
the American
National Live Stock Association, and
other interests in live stock and meat
product shipments. Incidentally, commercial rivalry between two sets of
meat packers in Chicago enters into
the case.
A Sweeping Inquiry.
In view of the great ?mportance of
the several proceedings heretofore
instituted, it was decided by the commission to consolidate them into one
case. It was regarded as next to impossible to adjust the rates so as to
'insure parity of charges throughout
the territory by the consideration and
disposition of individual cases.
Will Hurt Chicago and Kansas City.
A
determination therefore was
reached that "in order to remove all
unlawful ratesand practices it is necessary that the scope of the hearing
should be broadened so as to include
rates from all points of origin of livestock In the states of Texas, New Mex
ico, Oklahoma, Louisiana, Arkansas,
Colorado, Kansas, and Missouri to the
live stock markets at Fort Worth, Oklahoma City, Wichita, Kausas City,
and
St. Louis, Omaha and Chicago
other points in order to place all producing points and consuming points of
packing house products and fresh
meats on a just, reasonable and nondiscriminatory basis."
Will Establish Rates.
It is Indicated by the .conditions
that the purpose of the inquiry Is not
only to secure a parity of rates, but
to establish by definite order, rates
which the commission shall regard
as reasonable and not unjustly discriminatory.
Hearings of the case
at
will be held by. the commission

BODIES OF OUTLAWS
EXHUNTED AT CHEYENNE.

ir. nwn

'

RATES OTHERS GO

freight rates on live- house products and
effect throughout the!
country west, south
and southwest of Chicago, today was!
ordered tby the Interstate Commerce;
Commission. The proceedings will begin at Oklahoma City on September 11.
The inquiry will be a wide one. It
will affect directly not oniy the live
stock and packing house product rates
throughout the central west but also
those east of Chicago and west of

Italian criminals and the persecution

Mr. Chapman.
X
Dr. Thompson.
X . 3:30 p. m. Lecture. "Folk Ways in Education."RAILROAD COMPANIES.
'
8 p. in. Lecture. "The Life of Beoawi Araos.'
X"
4.
Columbus, Ohio, Aug.
in the evening will be given in the new. library andlecture
The
X
Suit in equity directed against: St c lootura mom nf the Palace, which is lust completed and la a strikan alleged coal combine and
X! Ing piece of architecture. ''The lecture will be illustrated with beauvarious rallroaos was filed in
X tiful Stereopticon views from Arabia. The people of Santa , Fe
is
the United States court here
X should turn out for the opening of this new room. The lecture
'
"
of tn aeries given by Dr. Paton.
tK. mft.t
today. '
X18
x

'

EQUITABLE

vestigation into
stock, packing
fresh meat in
portion of the

was continued. Finally he gave the
girl a check for $2,000 and a ticket
for her return from New York to
Naples.
On arriving at Naples, the witness
said, Signorita Lombardi was met by
Camorrists, including some of the defendants, who exacted from her the
money Which had been given her.

X$$3t3t)t3tXSt3t3tSXX
GOVERNMENT SUES COAL

?v

FIX

(P.y Sprclnl Leased Wire to New Mexican)
.i Qouiufiiuu, Aug. t. a general

(Ev Sppcial Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Vitcrbo, Aug. 4. If a trial for murder can be in any sense funny the
description fits today's proceedings In
case. The prisoners
the Camorra
tnemselves were responsible for the
diversion. From the start they have
not failed to use every means to confuse the state's witnesses usually BurlToday, they
ing angry invetives.
adopted the more potent weapon of
ridicule, and mercilessly jeered Marshal Farris, to the undisguised amusement of every one else.
Farris is the third of the famous
trio of detectives to be heard against
the Camorrists. He is a serious man
and on the stand assumed the delivery
ot a preacher. The effect was accentuated by an unfortunate nasal
twang. The prisoners were not slow
to see their opportunity and before
the witness had proceeded far, there
was a groan from the great steel cage
followed by sighs and sobs, first half
suppressed and then seeming uncontrolled, as the prisoners pretended to
be greatly affected by what they heard.
This mockery cortinued, the witness
with
being frequently interrupted
familiar quotations from the church
service.
"A certain man named Guzzi pur
chased a beautiful girl," droned the
witness.
and
"Amen," shouted a prisoner
chorus of "Amens" drowned his voice.
"Purchased her through the Camorra," said the detective.
"Ora pro nobis (Pray for us) Ora
Pro Nobis!" chanted the prisoners.
So the interrogation proceeded.
Farris, illustrating tne power of the
Camorra, particularly over certain
classes ot women, told how Guzzi had
bought Signorita Lombardi through
the Camorra which however constantly blackmailed him thereafter. Hoping to escape them, he took the girl
to New York, where he fell into the
hands of American associates of the

tee, appointed to investigate the third
X X X
X X X X X X X X
x X X X X ss X X X x
xx
degree methods of the police authori X
SCHOOL."
SUMMER
ARCHAEOLOGICAL
ties of the United States, which was
Proaram. Saturday. August 5. 1911.
X
presented to the Senate today by Sen X 10:30 a. m. Lecture. The Archaeology of Santa Fe and the Old
ator Borah on behalf of the committee,
'
X
Palace. Director Hewett.
X 2:30 p. m. Lecture. The Elements of r Ancient Pueblo Design.
X

WILL

52.000

ee

cross-examine- d

5

.

LAFOLETTE

X
President Taft, Instructed the United
X
States Attorney J. L. Morrison at
X
Prescott, Arizona, to proceed against
X
tne owners of the Yavapai Skating
X
Rink for refusing admission to captain
instructed Senator LaFollette X
E. O. C. Ord, U. S. A. 'retired, Captain
and Representative Underwood X
Duncan K. Major, Jr. Twenty-Seventto consider the Senate's amend- - X
infantry, and Sergeant Rodenburg, of
ments, reporting to the full X
the Arizona National Guard.
committee Saturday. ' The An- - X
,
These officers were refused admisFranco- - X
and
sion to the rink when wearing uniX
treaties
arbitration
American
on
;
4.
forms
.
May
were trans-- X
signed
yesterday,
;, Later, the rink owners
apologized.
mitftd to the Senate by Presi- - X
pleading ignorance of the law, and
X
dent Taft for ratification.
abrogated the rule prohibiting perX
House met at noon.
sons in uniform . from entering. Mr.
Dwight sent X
whip
Republican
Wickersham 'and the President detelegrams to the absent Repub- - X
cline to accept the apology. In a
licans urging them to hurry to X
letter to the President, Mr. Wickerto assist in de- - X
Washington
sham- said: "I have no sympathy what
feating any plan to pass the X
ever with tne proprietors of places
wool and Farmers' Free List X
of amusement who take it on them- X . bills over President Taft's pro- - X
selves to exclude men wearing the
X
posed veto.
uniforms of the United States Army
Investigation X
Sugar trust
or Navy."
r
committee held what probably X
X
will be its final hearing.
X
Solicitor McCabe of Agricul- - X
tural Department was on the X
OPPOSITION TO
stand in connection with the X
Wiley charges by the investi- - X
X
gating committee.

.

FRED WANDERER,
626 Garden St., Hoboken, N. J.

AND

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, Aug. 4. The de
termination to enforce the law passed
by the last congress requiring amusement places to respect ,the unnorm
of the United States army and navy
was shown today when Attorney General Wickersham with the approval of

For the Treasury.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
has received the following sums for
the treasury: Charles D. Miller, territorial engineeer, road fund, $313.35; J.
D. Martinez, treasurer of Taos county,
S353.71: Thomas McBride, treasurer
of Colfax county $463.53; Reymundo
Romero, treasurer of Torrance county,
$412.84; Game and Fish Warden Thos.
P. Gable, $8.75.
GOVERNOR STOPS BETTING
Grading Teachers.
x
AT HORSE RACES.
of
the
Chief Clerk Rupert F. Asplund
department of education is kept very
busy these days making out the grades Sudden End Put to Gambling at Grand
Circuit Meet at Detroit,
of teachers following the examinations
Michigan.
which have Concluded county Institutes. The work Is rather difficult as
the percentages have to be computed (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Detroit, Mich., Aug. 4. uuring tne
with tne greatest of accuracy. Further
' announcements of
grades will be made running of the second heat of the
2:04 pace, warrants were served on
at an early date, it is Said.
all the book makers doing business
Where is James Healy?,
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa under the stand and betting was sushas received the following inquiry
pended. ,
Hoboken, N. J., July 30, 1911.
The betting was stopped, it Is said,
Secretary of State of New Mexico.
by order of Governor Osborn. Later
My Dear Sir I am trying to locate it was stated that no warrants were
an uncle of mine by the name oi jas. actually served, the bookmakers quit
Healy. The last I heard of him was ting when ordered to do so by a cod
about 12 years ago. Then he was sup stable.
posed to be an owner of a very large
Whether the action will seriously at- ranch In the state of New Mexico. Lfect the grand circuit meeting here
I am taking the liberty of writing is not yet known.
to you to see if you can enlighten
me of his whereabouts.
"
As there are so many counties In
E
IIS G
E
i the state of New Mexico, I thought you
would be the proper person to write
to and get the desired information, as
I, you have all the records of tne state
DISAGREEMENT
la your possession.
you
or
assistance
. Any information
can give me in locating my uncle will
hn arreatlv annreclated by me.
Senate Does Not Want to
Trusting you will be kind enough
Have Them Placed on the
to give this matter your valuable at
tention and thanking you in advance,
Free List
.
Yours respectfully,
I am,

.

WITNESS

Who Accused Assassins Use Words So That Even Santa "Fe Might They Carry Field Glasses,
Will Compromise on Wool
of Church Service In Jeering
Support a Packing House
daks, Literature and
or Two.
Detective
Tariff Rate.
Lunches.

Constitute

Of-

.

u.-;v- .,

1

INDIANS HAV E

Statehood on Compromise Taf t Refuses to Accept Apo Debate on Recall, Intitiative He Tells of IWhite Slave Sweeping Inquiry to Cost Special Train Carried 131
Excursionists to Santo
Trade Between Italy and
and Referendum In
Chicago and Kansas City
Basis Now Seems Cerlogy of Arizona Skating
Their
States
United
Senate
the
Rink Proprietor
Supremacy
Domingo Dance
tainty Next Week

d

Governor Mills Central Figure But Recall of Judges In Arizona Had Refused Entrance to
ficers of National Guard
to Be Eliminated by Nelson
Tomorrow. He Returns
Resolution.
at PrescottSunday.

v

FREIGHT ON

CAMDRRISTS

IS RESUMED

BE RESPECTED

THE SHOUTING

NO 155

of

the dancers and their

wonderful

powers of endurance, coupled with the
reverential look of prayer and praise
on their painted countenances strike
the visitors as tremendously fasclnat-- '
ing.
Many In Autos.
Many Santa Feans and visitors also
made the trip in automobiles as this
means, of locomotion is preferred by
those who wish to see tne wonders oi
La Bajada hill and also to enjoy the
scenic beauties, of the country.
Hon. and Mrs. W. Bayard cutting,
Miss Cutting of New York and Bron- '
son Cutting of this city formed one
party. They made the trip in their
Stevens-Durye-

Miss Kate Mueller of Philadelphia,
formerly a resident of Santa Fe, Miss
Myrtle Boyle, Miss Flo Moore and '
Miss Canney formed another motor
one of Sher
party. They left earlfjln
iff Closson's cars. - V"
.
Miss Mabel Hickman," Mrs. Brum- back, of this city. Miss Ethel Church
and Mrs. Lewis, of Washington, D. C,
?
also made the trip per auto.
Probate Clerk George W. Armljo also went to the dance in an auto. He
was accompanied by several friends.
There .were many other machines in
service and from weather Indications
here the trip must have proved a very
enjoyable one. Even if the autoists
should come home a little late they
will have plenty of moonlight which
Is the most fascinating time in summer here to motor or drive.
r (?)
.

,

rwo
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I
must obey the laws, Gkorge H. Clem-A FABLE.
The hn remarked to the muley cow,
As she cackled her daily lay
Arizona,1, was assaulted by a saloon(That is, the hen cackled), "It's funny keeper this week. The
how
saloonmen at Globe met and passed
I'm good for an egg a day.
resolutions of sympathy for the editor
I'm a fool to do it, for what do I get? and assuring him that they are with
My food and my lodging. My!
him in his fight on those saloonkeep-- :
But the poodle gets that he's the ers who disobey the laws and ordinhousehold pet.
ances, but public feling has been
And he never laid a single egg yet,
excited to such a pitcn. that Globe
when
even
Not
eggs were high." will make an effort to banish all the
1

The Little Store

g

DENVER BREAD

The muley cow remarked to the hen,
As she masticated her cud
(That is, the cow did), "Well, what

OWES

i

HER

QGEjjJJJ

HEALTH

saloons.

. j.

r
nnKnam

w
Lightning Kills Woman.
t
8
C.
a storm yesterday at A1-- ; 10 L.yuia rj
During
then?
Mrs. R. W. Waugh
jmena,
Kansas,
You quit and your name is mud.
was Mueu ay a siruKtj 01 uguiuiug.
cfttt,n-1iMinh
" T TO!f
I'm good for eight gallons of milk
you how much good LydiaE.Pinkham's
each day,
Increase in Assessment.
Comvegetable
And I'm given my stable and grub
and Sanativo
pound
But the parrot gets that much any-- Colorado outsi(ie of Denver for thig
Wash have done me.
Wfty
I live on a farm and
year is S5.nnn.000. In Denver there
All she can gobble but what does 1a
have worked very
rforDOQD ' f .r ' nnn nnn
hard. I am fortv-j
she pay?
five years old, and
Not a dribble of milk, the dub." j
Electric Railway Sold.
am the mother of
New York capitalists have for $950,-00thirteen children.
But the hired man remarked to the
Many people think
bought the Colorado Railway,
it strange that I am
pair,
Light and Power Company at Trininot broken down
'You get all that's coming to you; dad, Colorado.
with hard work and
The poodle does tricks, an' the parrot
Telephone No. 40.
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe,
the care of my fam.
kin
swear,
ALL CASH PURCHASES.
Only One Happy Day,
Ily, font I tell them of my good friend,TICKETS WITH
WE
GIVE REGISTER
Which is better than you can do.
Vz
VamirnVkia
nraa
Ckf
t
TrMii
rlav
That
rnlv
ti:otino
nA 4V4IT IS LOTS BETTER TO GO FISHING IN A WASH TUB THAN
You re necessary but whats the use
Jn her marrled fe u the there will be no backache and bearing
happy
day
TO GO RIGGED OUT WITH ROTTEN LINES AND HOOKS THAT
O' bewailing your wally part?
down pains for them if thev willtako
hv
Anna v.
flssertimi
WILL SNAP WHEN THE BIG FISH GETS ON.
1 ou re uouigeuiB
wuxh. a jkui urn, in hpp
.
,t . ,,ivnrf, fl1p(, at rionvpr
scarcely ever wun.
BUY OUR STRONG LINES AND SPRINGY POLES AND PROPexcuse,
.
.,.iOTlulR.tlie
Bh
i,n.hBnfl
vfstirrt!,v '
afl .r
I will aav a qr t.hnt I
tliflro a
ERLY TEMPERED HOOKS, AND YOU'LL NOT LOSE YOUR TEMYou can't do nothing but jes' pro- - "
quired the habit of firing dishes at no better medicine to be found for
PER WHEN THE BIG FISH GETS ON; YOU WILL LAND HIM.
duce
each other.
'
girls to build them upXTand make
young
TACKLE OUR TACKLE.
What them fellers does is art."
i'nom ofrAnrr art1 wall
it al1ar.f
Calcutta (India) Capita!
daughter has taken Lydia E. Pink.
best-an- d
Wood-Davi- s
Mrs. Rebecca E. Bayer, an attractive ful
periods and irregularity, andithas
,
niuuvv ui oi,
UUHU16 ouop iui
always neiDeu ner.
Phone 14.
If Its Hardware We Have It
Phone 14
am always ready and willing to
THE STATE
neighbor at Reading, Pa., when she' .
ardour
bread
J) picked out her third husband, an
Don't forget
speak a good word for the Lydia E,
These lines are like home to us.
W lent suitor of 75. The nair were mar- - Pinkham s Remedies. I tell every ona
I meet that I owe my health and hap.
jried today,
Policeman Bitten By Dogs.
these wonderful medicines."
piness to
attacked
Two bulldogs yesterday
flih
Mrq .T. (i. .Trarwsfvw. Svittvill
.
of
Death
Priest.
ITLFTi a.
Young
Policeman Pablo Lujan at Albuquer
FOR THAT SUMMER OUTING
The Rev. Father Francis A. Henne- - Lydia E.Pinkham's Vegetable Com-ga- n,
Phone, 191 Black.
que and he had to shoot them in self
defense.
aged 29 considered by many as Pound, made from native roots and
MEXICAN HATS
r harm;
one of the most brilliant of the young- - &?,rLn&1?sf
est priests in Colorado and formerly
Drowned Near Carlsbad.
New aod Full Assortment of Unique San Juan
Potter)
Pedro Carasco, aged 19 years, was assistant to the Rev. Father H. L.i0f female f1''T!.
Latest in Hand Color- Artistic
Tan-siMcMenamin
of
the
Cathedral
in
parish,
the
while
drowned
swimming
in; Post Cards.
dam near Carlsbad on Taesday of Denver, died in St. Mary's hospital, haa eone aftep wild ame wlth
t
Framing.
PueblO, yesterday morning.
this week.
Mrs. Emmons is a singer
success.
of unusual talent so that her popularMary McLane Writes Again.
Death of Letter Carrier's Wife.
ity wherever she goes is not to be
Mrs. Belle H. Stewart, wife of Let
Mary McLane of Butte, Montana, wondered at.
San Francisco Street.
ter Carrier David Stewart, a promi- - has broken into print again after nines Mr. Emmons has been a resident of
FOOD.
STOCK
INTERNATIONAL
Sole Agents For
nent church worker and for seventeen years and her book is selling like hot Denver for twenty-fou- r
years having
died cakes in Chicago. Its keynote Ib;- come here from Hartford, Conn. He
of
a
resident
Albuquerque,
years
bulk
and
&
in
seeds
field
All
of
SEED.
kinds
ALFALFA
package
flowers, garden
'From drunk people; from false teeth; ig a cousin of Earl Hewitt, the police
in that city yesterday.
from a fish too long dead; from a dread commissioner, and in business with
house in Santa Fe
The only exclusive
mood of discontent; kind devil, deliver him. He is also a sportsman. of some
C. E. Protests Against Saloon.
repute and had the honor of being the
The Christian Endeavor Societies
companion of Paulhan, the French
have filed a vigorous protest with the
Cuts Out Stenographers.
aviator when he made his ascent at
authorities against the granting of a
: : WHEN YOU CAN CiET THE : :
court
district
the
in
Los Angeles last year. It was on a
the
McCall,
of
to
outside
a
license
saloon
Judge
just
Phone Black
Phone Black
and
Emmons
at
which
Mr.
of
Hot
Grant
Sulphur
county
Al
The
limits
of
trip
fishing
Albuquerque.
city
Springs, Colorado, yesterday, rend- - his bride took together that their
brewery is the applicant
of
romance had its beginning.
the
ered a decision regarding
pay
The couple are now staying with
a stenographer employed by a referee
Strike Settled.
The strike of the union plumbers of the court that Is the first to be Mrs. Snedaker at 1314 Gaylord street,
at Albuquerque has been settled by handed down in that state, and one but expect to go into an apartment D elivered to
your house. Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
Eventually, as soon
each side making conces- which, in all probability, will create a for the winter.
of
have
hundreds
months.
arbitration,
ten
They
Chickering Bros.
Mr. Emmons' business affairs peras
in
county
revolution
an
every
irrigation
KAUNE
& CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.
in
the
but
Mexico
New
sions,
satisfied customers
plumbers gaining
Bush and Lane.
nour day and a wage Tate of in Colorado. Judge McCall held that mit, they expect to leave for Califorand Arizona.
eight
nl& and will make their home In San
Co.
A letter, a telegram or a telephone $5.00 for every day that they have to the county coald not he expected to
Schiller. .
pay for a stenographer employed by a Francisco.
to them regarding pianos, prices and work.
referee to adjudicate priorities In irriVictor
terms will prove to prospective plane
Furious Sand Blizzard at Albuquerque. gation litigation.
buyers that the firm of Learnard-Lln- WOOD YS
According to the Albuquerque Morn
Milton and the World Famous Cecil Ian deman Co. will meet every customer
ing Journal, a furious sand blizzard DIVORCED WIFE OF
Interior Player Pianos, and many more than half way in making
AND
H. S. REED MARRIES AGAIN
Prom
i
other makes.
purchase of a piano a simple nd sat- swept over the Duke City evening beOne
of
the
one
fore last.
large plate glass
This firm has purchased over six' isfactory business transaction, not
TAOS
BARRANCA
RATON
windows of the Rosenwald store was Well Known in Santa Fe Where Her
ear loads of pianos during the past of doubt and uncertainty.
YANKEE
Husband
Was
President
Former
Meets Both North South
broken into thousands of fragments
LEARNARD-LINDEMANCERRILLOS
of Trust Company.
N
CO.
by the wind.
Bounds Trains!
The Square Music Dealers :: Albuquerque, N. M. :: Established 1900
Denver, Colo., August 4 The news
Leaves Barranca on the arrival at
Anthracite Coal all Sizps, Smitbirg Coal. Btesm Coal.
Transfer Wagons Must Pay.
SANTA FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.
of of the secret marriage of Mrs. Lillian the north bound trate and arrives at
Chief of Police David Allison
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
Roswell, has notified the driver of M. Reed, sister of Mrs. J. A. Snedaker Taos at 7 p. m.
comes
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
SSOT2A..i7SSf.
Ten miles shorter than any otaer
every transfer wagon that he must of this city to F. Otis Emmons
85
carry his license with him and every as a great surprise to Denver society.
Telephone
way. flood covered hack and
Telephone 85
driver not having his license with him The ceremony was performed at Lit teams.
on
afternoon
tleton
by
Monday
Judge
to
will be arrested and compelled
Tbln( den to ACaka 3Ps
Stewart, after which Mr. and Mrs,
pay the license fee.
Emmons went to Colorado Springs,
Beua.a
Xrlp
where they spent Tuesday, returning
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
Liquor Licenses Turned Down.
Because of the protest of Christian to the city late yesterday afternoon.
The news of the "surprise party'
Endeavor Societies and the Civic
and
Lumber and all kinds
lmproved and unimproved City Property, Orchardt
Lump,
was telegraphed to Mrs. Snedaker,
of
board
H.
the
at
Albuquerque,
League
1 UK
not
who
the
had
coal
suspicion
of building material
mine
slightest
andRancLes; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Bernalillo
iof
AGENT HUBBS LAUNDRY.
icounty commissioners'
that such an event was about to occur.
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water
county, refused to grant two liquor Mr.
we
to
call
Phene
be
for
will
us,
rights
glad
however, admits that he
YARD ON EICKOX STREET, NEAR
licenses, one being asked for by a and Emmons,
aod one of the finest orchards on the Tesnque at a Bargain.
have been "planning yeur laundry on Mondays and TuesNEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
brewery and the other by Pascual for his bride
several months.
Monday after days and deliver on Thursdays and
Cutinola.
noon they were both going down to Fridays.
Modern Residences for Rent.
x
Phone Red 100
Phone Red 100
the Springs to witness the festival All work is guaranteed; your socks
No Hard Tack.
are mended and buttons sewed on
Frank Fries, a baker at Las Vegas, when they suddenly decided there
103
waiting any long' your shirts without extra charge.
established a reputation during the wasn't any use in
Chancing to meet a friend in PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122
Ave.
recent National Guard encampment er.
when he baked 5,152 loaves of home an auto they persuaded him to take
The bride wore
made bread for the soldiers in twelve them to Littleton.
a simple dress of white and a dashing
days. Mr. Fries also gave the Rough
velvet.
Riders in Cuba a treat with hot bis- hat faced with pink
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
Mrs. Emmons was formerly the
cuits after a strenuous day.
wife of Howard S. Reed, a California
La Salle
capitalist, and president of the U.
City Must Bridge Ditches.
Santa
and
at
Bank
Trust
Co.,
Fe,
Chief Justice W. H. Pope at RosCHAS. GAMN, Prop.
PEACH
FOR STANDARD
Since her
well has decided in the suit of the city where she is well known.
Telephone 11.
Mrs.
Reed
BOXES
AND
of Roswell vs. the North Spring River divorce in 'December, 1910,
Two Doers Below F. Andrews
with
In
her
been
has
this
city
staying
must
Ditch Company, that the city
pay
Rigs, Reliable Horses
SEND YOUR ORDERS TO
for the bridging of ditches where such sister, Mrs. Snedaker, and it was Regular Meals 25 Cents
about
Emmons
Mr.
met
here
she
that
Horses.
Buggies,
Short Order at all Honrs
ditches existed before the platting and
five months ago.. She is a striking
laying out of the city, but where the looking woman
BOARD
BY
WEEK
THE
black
with
hair
$640
heavy
ditches were constructed afterwards,
Wfcea hi Weed of AnytMnr
and big gray eyes. She has attained fteack Noodle Order 20c a disk
436 Canon Road.
Phone 19 Black.
the ditch owners must pay.
unusual celebrity through her many
in the LIVERY LINE.
New York Chop Sney See.
In MexDrivers Furnished.
Push Collection of Delinquent Taxes. adventures on hunting trjps.
Gntta YiavA haon fllaH hv tho rilatHnt ico she killed many big sheep, the
'
25
attorney's office in San Miguel county,
and in Alaska, also,
for the collection of all delinquent great pride;
Don Caspar Ave.
taxes amounting to more than $100 for
the year 1910. Taxes for 19io became
Successor to B. P. Williams
delinquent July 1, last. The treasurer
Relieves
For Best Laundry Work
and collector's office soon will begin
I have purchased
the entire stock of horses and equipment formerly
delinof
of
list
the
the
Williams
B.
P.
and
will continue to operate it as a FIRST
preparation
Owned by
BLADDER
quent taxes for 1910 which amount to
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of day or night
BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
and all
Mountain Health Resort, 22 mllee fre m Santa Fe on main line of 8anta Pa.
less than $100. As soon as this list
to furnish you with any kind of a rig you may want. I will endeavor
Discfcargis In
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
miles from depot
ona and one-hahas been published, according to law.
to give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit your patronage.
9
a general suit ior tho collection o;
24H0URS
in Pine Forest, with arery accommodation, tarnished let
Tent
bungalows,
Each oantole bears the
such delinquent taxes will be brought.
Agency at O. K. Barber Shoe. housekeeping ana ready for occupancy.
AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST
Beware of
Mrs. P. O. Brown, Agent.
.
Santa Fe, N . M
Phone 139 Red
WILLIAMSON RANCH,
etuntrtfeiu.
, Assaulted
by Saloonman.
Phone Red No. 23.
QJorleta, N. M
Because he advocated that saloons
Phone, led N. 21

The Best I Know In Every Loaf"

i

Vegetable Compound

;

TRY IT

0

1

WINTER

4

0
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GOOD EATING!

Imported Oilthe very

n

"

j

I

Sardines,

Hardware Co.

'

Mushrooms, French Peas and Antipasto

hi

"I

Six Big Loaves for 25c.

LOUIS NAPOLEON

j?!00?6!

&

WHOLESALE

KSlJft&'SS

RETAIL

ll

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

Why Import Mineral Water ?

grain

I

LEO HERSCH

45

PIANOS

PIAN05

Learnard-Llndeman-

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special Hih Ball Ginger Ale

45

,

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER Cl)

n

HACK LINE

Jesse-Frenc-

TO

R. J. CRICHTON
LUMBER & COAL YARD

W.

WHOLESALE
RETAIL

Screened

KERR

Estimates Cheerfully Furnished

Lump

POP

AIP

JiLL

F. M. JONES.

FRUIT BOXES

Wood

S5.00

FARE

nut
run

oal

Restaurant

APPLE,
PEAR

Palace

LIVERY STABLE

Fine

Surries, Saddle

FRANK F. GORMLEY, SANTA FE, N. M.

CPLL

Single

'Phone 9

CHAS. CLOSSON

MO RGAN LIVERY CO.

Imperial Laundry

CATARRH of
the

For Health Seekers and Rest Seekers
'
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Zook's Pharmacy

Phone

?

Your

whether it he seriously
We offer yeu only the HIGHEST CLASS OP
we nphold. We use
The
ARTICLES.
TOILET
otfality
FANCY
OR
needed DRUOS
a satisfacthe most careful methods In catering to your pleasure to mke wy deal
one. ANY DRUG OR MEDICINE YOU GET HERE IS RIGHT, t i : r :
GOODS
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IF

a

?

WITH US

It is not merely a question of GETTING YOUR MONEY.
trade is what we want.
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a
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NOT

A

CUSTOMER HERE.
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Zook's Pharmacy

Phone
213
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TIMETABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS

,

ALL WRONG.

The Mistake Is Made by Many Santa

The following are the time tablet
of the local rallroade :

Don't mistake the cause of

To be cured you must know the
cause.
It is wrong to imagine relief is
cure.
Backache Is kidney ache.
You must cure the kidneys.
A Santa Fe resident tells you how.
TJhomas M. Baca, Cerrillost St.,
Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "My faith
in Doan's Kidney
Pills is Just as
strong today as when , I publicly
recommended them in 1902. I was
caused much suffering by backaches
for three years and though I never
laid off from work, my back was so
painful that it was all I could do to
get around. Doan's Kidney Pills entirely relieved me and I had no return
attack of the trouble for six months.
At that time my work brough on a
I at
recurrence of the complaint.
once took Doan's Kidney Pills and
they gave me relief. A medicine that
lives up to the claims made for it
like Doan's Kidney Pills do, deserves
the strongest endorsement."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. FosterfMilburn Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
'
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.

8.10 a. m. connect with No 3 westbound, No. 10 eastbound.
Returning arrive U Santa Fe 12:10
p. m.
4 p. mp connect with No. 1, westbound.
6:

SO

p. m.
7:20 p. m. cocect with No. 7 and
9 westbound; No. 4 and 8 eastbound
Returning arr!v at 3ani Fe 11:19
p. m.

.

O. & R. G. Ry.

Leave 10:15 a. m. for north.
Arrive 3:05 p. m. from north.
New Mexico Central Ry.
Leave 5:45 p. m., coniecta with No.
2 east and 1 south and west
Arrive 3.18 p. m. with connections
from No. 3 east
Notice for Publication.
Not coal land.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
.!

July 29, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Jesus

Lopez of Pecos, N. M., who, on July

homestead entry, No.
of Section
for the NE
25, township 15 N, range 11 E, N. M. P.
meridian, has filed notice of intention
r
to make final
proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before register or receiver, U.
S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., on
the 14th day of September, 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses: Jacinto, Ortiz of Rowe, N. M.; Jose L.
Martinez, Bicente Lucero, bottt of
l,
Pecos, N. M.; and Juan Gonzales
30, 190G, made

Notice for Publication.

1--4

Not coal.
Department of tne Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa le, N. M.
July 31, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Jacobo
Leyba of Galisteo, N. M., who , on
March 9, 1911, made homestead entry
of section
for SW
No.
14, township 12 N, range 12 E, N. M.
P. meridian, has filed notice of intenof Glorieta, N. M..
tion to make final five year proof, to
MANUEL B. OTERO,
establish claim to the land above de.
Register. scribed, before register or receiver,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
Do not ailow your kidney and blad- on the 13tn day of September, 1911.
o
Claimant names as witnesses:
der trouble to develop beyond the
reach of medicine. Take Foley KidLopez, Emiterio Leyba, Macario
ney, Pills. They give quick results Leyba, Isabel Leyba, all of Leyba,
and stop Irregularities with surpris- N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
ing promptness. For sale by all drug...
Register.
gists.
five-yea-

1--4

9021-0727-

Ise-be-

"

Pla-cid-

THE VAUGHAN RANCH
(Old

Sparks Ranch)

the Fishing Season

Open May 15th for

Best of Beds
Cold Pure Spring Water
$15 a Week
No Invalids
Best of Food

TRAIL

OfJLD

back-

ache.

"A. T. A 8. F. Ry."

Returning arrive at Santa Fe,

DY

Fe Citizens.

Leave

9735-0765-

STIRRING

Kansas and Colorado Are
Constructing Thirty Foot
Road Over It
SANTA FE

WASJTS TERMINUS

(Chicago
Along the bloodiest stretch of the
old Santa Fe trail where once the pony
express dashed, the wagon crawled
and the overland stage coach rumbled, the automobiles of the farmers
of western Kansas soon will be rushing along a speedway.
Inter-Ocean-

It has taken just a half a century

to make this wonderful transformation
In Europe centuries would
possible.
have been consumed in such progress.
Ovcif this well constructed automobile road fifty years ago ox trains,
guarded by a few men, fought their

way along the dustry trail, with thirst
with bands of desperadoes or hordes
of Indians, Cheyennes and Arapahoes,
Comanches and Apaches,
Pawnees
and Sioux.
It took a train eighty
days to traverse the 1,000 miles of
danger that lay between Independence, Mo., and the Mexican city of
Santa Fe. The time schedule of tho
automobile over this reconstructed leg
of the old trail some two hundred
miles will be five or six hours.
The descendants of the old settlers
along the trail are largely responsible
for this restoration of the old highway, which eventually may lead to
the rebuilding of the trail from one
end of it to the other.
There is a vast amount of sentiment for this old path of early civilization pf the West in the country
through which it ran. It is now being
retraced and marked. Around Kansas
City which was one of the important
eastern termini, the Daughters of the
have planted
American Revolution
stones at intervals to mark the route.
Work has been begun in western
Kansas to make an automobile speedway of that portion of It from Newton, Kans., to the Colorado line, running through Reno, Stafford, Edwards
Ford,
Gray, Finney, Kearney and
Hamilton counties and the counties of
Hodgeman and Pawnee are touched
by the road.
In Harvey, Pawnee, Edwards and
Finney counties men are already at
work on it, and the stretch in Kansas will be 225 miles long, sixty-fivof which was at one time the waterless leg on which Fort Dodge was
situated, and which was the scene of
the bloodiest Indian massacres.
The reconstruction of the Santa Fe
trail contemplates a dirt road thirty
feet wide through western Kansas to
the Colorado line, where the Colorado
counties will take it up and built it
to Pueblo, with the probability of
continuing it on xo Colorado Springs
and Denver.
The soil there is generally good for
The ordinary scrapers
road making.
the big road graders and the split-lodrag are the only implements
necessary, and the cost per mile will
be about $50. Where sandy stretches
are encountered, and there are many
of them miles in length, clay, gypsum
and gumbo will be employed for bind
er ,and the cost will run up to several
hundred dollars a mile. But the road
will be as hard and smooth as macad
am.
Culverts and bridges of concrete will be built where they are
e

Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy Ghost, Willow and Bear Creeks
Write. Pecos
Telegraph Glorieta

SUMMER TOURIST RATES

.

SANTA FE, N. M, TO

Chicago,

- - -

$50.35

Buffalo,-

-

-

$64.95

St. Louis,

44.35

Denver,

21.10

New York,

76.35

Colorado Sp'gs,

18.15

75.95

Pueblo,

Boston,

-

16.35

-

take into her calculations the build- were hauled from the eastern terminal
Just before the dawn there might
The greatness of to Santa Fe.
ing of railroads.
More than $2,000,000 be an attack from a band of Indians.
Leavenworth now Is that of the great was invested in the outfits by the If the
freighters had left a guard and
artery of which it was the heart, a great freighting firms of which Rus- were quick auuTmafraid there
was t
of
memory.
thing
sell, Majors & Waddeli was the big- battle.
If not there was a massacre
From where the roads to these gest.
In the year just before the and a looting.
Entrenched behind
Eastern termini converged the trai breaking out of the War of Secession their wagons and the bodies of thelf
FOR SALE or rent, three room tent
led off into the Southwest through 20,000 oxen were
employed in freight- animals the freighters fought oft the
Kansas, crossed a corner of Oklahoma ing and thousands of adventurers devils of Indians as long as they could bouse, Frank Andrews.
and Colorado, over the mountains of found employment as "bull skinners," or until they had driven the red enemy
FOR RENT Six roomed brick cot
New Mexico and finally to the city guards and in other
ways about the off. When the battle narrowed down tage. Bath,
of holy faith, Santa Fe.
range, light O. C. Wattrains.
one of the freighters tried to slip son &
Co.
The season on the trail began each through the ranks of the Indians and
Contributory to this main trail was
also a road' directly across Missouri April as soon as the grass was up make for a fort and the trops. If he
FOR SALE Horse and buggy for
from St. Louis to the present region enough to afford feed for the cattle, succeeded all might be well, providA bargain. Call at New Mex
sole.
of Kansas City, or thereabouts. But mules and horses.
Then the im- ing he could get back with the cavalry, ican.
more
or
less
in
this road
mense caravans started from the from Fort Leavenworth or Fort Sill
always
disuse.
At times it knew consider- - j river, the wagons loaded with food in the Wichita mountains before the
FOR SALE Seven
room houst
able traffic, but the big Missouri, even and supplies for the rich Mexican last man gave out.
with its snags and sandbars and de- country, that demanded the best the More often than not the man sent bath, electric light fine lawn, flftv
fruit trees. 216 Montezuma avenue.
vious channel afforded much safer Eastern markets afforded.
for relief was caught and died In tor
FOR SALE One 12 H. P. boiler
arid more rapid traffic across Missouri
An ordinary train consisted of from ture.
A few days of tireless marchand engine $30.00, and one 40 H. P.
in the desired direction. So that the
twenty to fifty wagons each pulled ing would bring him to Fort Leaventrail proper began where the riven by its team of six or
$75.00, all in running order.
spans of worth, and a couple of days more engine
turned to the north and away from; oxen or mules. There eight
followed extra would see the troops of bronzed caval- Must be sold at once. Inquire P.
the direction sought by the traveler mules or cattle to replace any that rymen sweep up in a cloud of dust. Hesch, Sr., Planing Mill.
to the luring Spanish dominion.
TYPEWRITERS.
Here was adventure, peril, romance!
might be lost on the road.
Thus for more than half a century,
With good fortune the early autumn Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
there were three men to
Usually
beginning about 1822, the fleet of the wagon, two drivers and a conduc- saw the caravan in Santa Fe. In late platens furnished. Ribbons and supwhite steamers that plied the Mis- tor, and a camp retinue of cooks and September or early October the empty' plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
souri with a diligence and in numbers assistants, all under a chief, called or lightly loaded wagons started back and rented. Standard makes handled.
unloaded the
never since approached,
These men were making twenty miles a day on the re- All repair work and typewrltes guarwagon master.
their rich cargoes of foodstuffs, cloth- recruited from
the
adventurous turn, and accomplishing the total dis- anteed. Santa Fe Typewriter ExPhone 231.
ing, guns, ammunition, building ma- young fellows who had come West in tance in about forty days.
One trip change.
a year was all they could make with a
terial and what not at these eastern search of excitement and
usually
they
or Missouri river termini of the trail. got it before they were
a trip. train, for it was impossible to travel Maxwell, "Old Bill" Williams, Jim
There began the great, perilous march j The others were made through
in winter and carry feed for the aniand James Hobbes were famous
of
up
desperasouthwestward to Santa Fe.
men, whose names and lives were so
When mals.
does, gamblers and Mexicans.
The old Santa Fe trail was such a an attack from Indians was expected
The stories that might be told of interwoven with the history of the
perfectly natural road between thesa the retinue was enlarged by a num- adventure on the Santa Fe trail would old Santa Fe trail that the story of
logical geographic termini that it was( ber of "gun fighters," or bad men, fill the proverbial five foot shelf with the highway is largely made of their
therefor always followed without devi- who went along as guards. Most of books, indeed, enough of fact and fic- individual exploits and acts of braveation, Even in the sixteenth century these were experienced Indian fight- tion has been written about It to fill ry.
Of these. Kit Carson nnd Bill
Coronado first traversed it far Into ers.
a library, If it were all brought togeth- Cody are perhaps the best known
Kansas, coming up from the land of Two or three teams abreast these er, but most of it was ephemeral, and nowadays, but the others were equaIn 1804 a man of the caravans started out on the 1,0001 has been lost or forgotten.
the Aztecs.
lly famous in their day.
name of La Lande, in the employ of a mile trail across the Great American!
The names of nearly all of the There is no more stirring period of
merchant of Kaskaskla, 111., traversed desert, which swarmed with Indians great men of the West have been con- American history than that with
it in the first commercial venture in and was set with bands of despera-- i nected in one way or another with which the career of the Santa Fe trail
to the Southwest. Zebulon Pike went does in ambush.
the Santa Fe trail. Auguste Choteau is connected, and those who are tho
It was a
over the trail in 1806, past the glor-- j whether or not they arrived. question
At in- once occupied an island In the Arkan- descendants of the men who lived beious Spanish peaks, the foothills of tervals
sas river on the trail which was call- side it or were part of it are endeavoralong the trail were
the Sangre de Cristo range, and so on or streams; for the rest it was springs
Thomas Hart Benton, ing to keep visible as much of it as
as dry, ed after him.
down to Santa Fe.
as a bone and dusty and terrifically Senator from Missouri, was deeply can be as its own monument. In symThe real commercial importance of hot. It was a country of sudden and interested in its fate. General Sheri- pathy with them and aiding them in
the trail did not begin, however, until terrible storms, dangers to make a dan and General Custer fought the every way are the many people in
In the Mexi- the country through which the trail
1822 when wagons made by the
less adventurous set of men hesitate Indians for its safety.
of St, Louis small enough before venturing, and without much can war the United States troops un- passed, who are actuated by sentito be drawn by two spans of oxen
profit save to the factors themselves. der General Kearny used the Santa ments of loyalty to the west in perwere sent up by steamboat to
Distances were reckoned by springs Fe trail on their march into the South- petuating the memory of those stirrand the development of and camping places. The oxen plodd- west and to the conquest of New ing days.
tne oia trau Degan. Twenty years. ed along at the rate of about fifteen Mexico.
passed before these wagons were dis- miles a day, and the trip from the
Upon the discovery of gold in Cali- WHO WANTS TO
river to Santa Fe consumed
from fornia the old trail was the highway
placed by the prairie schooner or
GO AS DELEGATE?
These wagons were seventy-fivto eighty days if all went for an enormous pilgrimage.
The old
wagon.
Mayor Arthur Seligman has been
great, bulking things, capable of car- well.
stage coach days were times of West- asked to appoint one hundred delerying enormous loads, and required
One stretch in the Cimarron valley ern romance and adventure, and in gates to the International Road Conthe pulling strength of twelve or six- or what is now the southwest corner many of the hard hills on the line of gress at the Hotel La Salle, Chicago,
teen steers.
of Kansas, through which the new the trail, where the plow has not ob- September 18, and October 1, and is
The Santa Fe trail lvached the automobile speedway will follow, was literated them, can be found today requested to appoint a goodly numheight of its greatness in the '40's and entirely without water for a distance the deep ruts left by the wheels of ber of ladies as delegates. Any one
stages. desiring to represent Santa Fe at this
'50's and just before the Civil War its of fifty or sixty miles, or three or; the old lumbering Concord
Railroads were four days' travel. At the last stream Early in the '60s daily stages left Congress please notify His Honor, the
greatest prosperity.
It. re- Mayor.
He is also asked to appoint
building in the West, and river traffic crossed casks were filled with water Santa Fe for Independence.
was on the decline.
The country had for man and beast before the train: quired two weeks to make the trip two delegates to the American Minfrom the river to Santa Fe, unless ing Congress, and has received an inbeen ravished by war, after which plunged into the scorching heat.
the trail did not regain its importance When the train made camp at night the travelers were stopped by floods, vitation to represent Santa Fe at the
as a highway of commerce.
the wagons were drawn into a circle prairie fires or Indians.
presentation of a loving cup to Mayor
To Bhow the enormous traffic car with the tongues outward and roped i Kit Carson, "Buffalo Bill" Cody, Jim Gaynor of New York on August 9, the
ried over the trail, It may be stated about, and in this improvised corral Bridger, James T. Beckwith, "Uncle anniversary of the Mayor's close esLuclen cape from assassination.
that in 18TB0 $5,000,000 worth of goods the stock was sheltered.
Dick" Wootton, Jim Baker,

WANTS

!

s

Heroic Names in the History of
Southwest Are Connected
With Its Annals.

g

'.."-TO MANY OTHER PRINCIPAL POINTS IN needed.
LOW RATES THE UNITED STATES, CANADA and MEXICO The almost universal use of the
automobile by the farmers, prosperity
and a strong public sentiment to pres
PRIVILEGES.
LIBERAL LIMITS AND
erve the historic trail are responsible
for the movement.
Among the farmFor further particulars, see any Santa Fe Agent.
ers along the trail one in every three
SANTA FE, N. M is the owner of an automobile, and
H. S. LUTZ. Agent,
every year increases .the number.
Two years ago the farmers of Kansas
bought 2,750,000 worth of cars. Last
year they spent $3,200,000 and the
Mexico
present year the purchase will be
much greater.
Now those in the western part of
the state want a good road over which
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
to drive them, and they are combin"The West Point of the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War Deing business with sentiment in choosInstituing the old Santa Fe trail for their
partment as . '.'Distinguished
route.
tion." Arm officers detailed by War
Between the periods of the old SanDepartment
ta Fe trail and the introduction of the
Through Academic course, preparautomobile to the Kansas farm, what
ing young men tor college or business
stirring chapters' of history have been
life. Great amount of open air work.
made!
Healthiest location of any Military
The whole story of the west pivofr
School in the Union. Located in the
ed upon the old trail, that great, wide,
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
bloodstained,
hunger riven,, thirst
of the West at an elevation of 3700
ravished artery through which flowed
feet above sea level, sunshine every
the commerce, the romance, the adday, but little rain or snow during the
venture of half a century of Western
season. '
progress to the fabled land of the folFourteen Officers and Instructors,
lowers of Cortez and on to the gold
all graduates from standard eastern
creeks of California.
Ten buildings, throughly
colleges.
No epoch, no place-- no condition of
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
American history has yielded to tho
all
in
respects.
A
world such a wealth of literature.
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
deal of it was not good, it must
great
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
be admitted, but it was a record of the
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
make
vigorous, vital struggle to
.M.
,
W
ATKINSON, Secretary,
America.
The region traversed by
v and W. A. PINLEY.
the old trail was so vast, so strange,
For' particulars and Illustrated caso full of the uncommon that any
talogues address:
story that came out of It might be as
COL. JAS. W. WIIXSON,
true as it was stirring and wonderful.
.
'
Superintendent
The Santa Fe' trail was the father of
the modern Wild West show, as it
furnished the pabulum ; for the dime
writer of a generation ago, who,
AUTO CO., ROSWELL, N .M novel
however lurid his tale hardly overstated It.
j
The Santa Fe trail proper began at
allowance
Baggage
100 lbs.
ts
B.
and
U.
mail
pasthe
Carrying
Independence, Mo., now a suburb of
eaeta regular ticket, ewees
baggags Kansas City, the original river termi
sengers between Vanghn, N. at, and at
the rate of IS.00 per hundred lbs nus. Other termini were
Westport,
Roswell, N. M, connecting with the
are equipped to carry any kind now a part of Kansas City,, where
'.We
Ism Paso ft Southwestern and Rook
Main street in Kansas City stopped
of trunks or baggage, up to UOO
land Railroads and the Atchison,
at the bank of the Missouri river;
it Santa Fe Railroad.
rates are given , for ; excur Leavenworth, Atchison and St Jo
Leaves Vaughn at 8:45 a. m., arfor
slons.
eight or more passengers. seph. ' From these places the trai.
'
rive in Roswell at 2:00 p. m.
converged with the big trail out la
further
For
Information,, write . the Kansas.
Leaves Roswell at 11:80 a. m, arRoswell Auto Co., Roswell, N. M.
rive in Vaughn at 6:30 p. m.
Eventually Leavenworth hecame the
greatest of these and looked upon her
self as the future mistress of the vast
and budding west But she tailed to
f ) lr

To-bi- n
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CLEARANCE SALE
SAVE MONEY

OFMEN'S,LADIES'AND

Military
Institute

50

.

ON-

Men's Shoes
and Oxfords

We have assembled all
the odd styles and sizes and
SHOES and OXFORDS reduced their prices to such
an extent that we are sure
to move them. Some have
COMMENCING
been reduced 25 per cent,
rate. Come
at
Saturday, Aug. 5th, 1911, some
in and let us show you what
1-

Pairs Ladies' Shoes,
odds and ends. Values
to $2.50. Your choice..

$1.00

otf

200 Pr Ladies' Can's

LADIES' SHOES AND OXFORDS
200 pairs of High
Grade Oxfords. Value, ;
$4.00. Your choice

Over

$2.15

A

SALE replete with genuine

money-savin-

-3

we have, and how much we
can save you by buying
your shoes from us.

AND ENDS

Saturday, August 12th

SENSATIONAL PRICES

g

A ROUSING SALE!

We are
opportunities.
putting our greatest efforts into
this sale likewise our greatest value.

Consisting of this season's
Latest Styles:

BROKEN LOT SALE

Oxfords in white,

gray, brown and

tan colors.

Val-

ues to $3.00.

Your choice.

Tan, Russian Calf,

,

ROSWELL

--

CHILDREN'S,

STOP-OVE-

New

PAGE THREE

THEY REPRESENT la most Instances

Patent Leather,
Patent Calf, Yici Kid
and Gun Metal
.

LACE OR BUTTON.

EXTRA SPECIAL
Pairs Ladies'

150

Oxfords

and Slippers

$1.50

Reduction

20

the best
sellers the most sought after styles. They have
lost their commercial value to us. They are just
as desirable, just as valuable to you as if we had a
hundred pair of every size. THEY ARE TO BE
SOLD AT ONCE, and in our determination to close
them out we neither look at their cost nor at their
value. They are marked to go at a price that will
make you long remember this sale in our value-giving

history.
We fit all shoes carefully and guarautee them
to give satisfaction.

:

ON OUR

ENTIRES

To-pe-

.

J W. STOCKAFD,

MANAGE?

1

4

,
.ft.

Men's

Women's

and

Children's
LOW SHOES AND

OXFORDS

THE

JOHN PFLEUGER SHOEMAN
We Do What We Advertise.

fE, S. M.

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA
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SANTA

THE NEW jILXICAN PRINTING COMPANY
PAUL A. F. WALTER
Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
Secretary-Treasure-

r.

A MACCHIAVELIAN

NEW MEXICAN

PLOT.
R.

The fear of the Republicans of a
plot to override the national administration during the closing days of the

PtTflttSKEHS.

FRANK P. STURGES,
Vice President.
CHAS. M. STAUFFER.
General Manager.

Eutered as Second Class Matt er at the Santa Fe PoBtofflce.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Dally, six months, by mail
25
Daily, pet- week, by carrier
Weekly, six month!
Daily, per gconth, by carrier... .75
Weekly, per year
65
mall
Dally, per month, by
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Dally, per year, by mall

92-5-

-

1.00
2.00
.50

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

It is sent to
The New Mexican is the oldest new s paper in New Mexico.
every postofflce in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
amom. the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.

FRIDAY. AUGUST 4, 1911.
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VISTA.
A lecture such as that by Proressor
"W. E. Thompson of Boulder, Colorado,
evening before the Summer School
of Archaeology in the Palace of the
is thought
compelling,
broadening, and opens up a vista of
the common origin, and therefore,
brotherhood of man, that must help
solve eventually many of the difficult
social problems of today. The .sub- ject was "Man and Mental Evolution,"and dealt with the beginnings of culture among primitive man, a begin- ning that followed the same definite,
in fact, rigid natural or anatomical
no matter how many groups of
primitive man there were, modified
Professor
surroundings.
by
Thompson elucidated that "speech,"
the great factor that divided primi- man from the next lower order
of animals and that through "speech"
came culture, and that even to this
A BROAD

,

day "speech" limits or extends mental culture or evolution.
There were some radical expressions
such ,as "The greatest creation of
man is an honest god," but the ex- of primary psychological
processes was so jucw mat an couiu
understand and that all could follow
the reasoning which led to the con- elusion that our modern educational
system is lacking in certain essentials
that must be supplied in order to make
it thoroughly rational. Most startling
the declarations as to Eugenics
and the rapidity with which "undesir- able" citizens are eliminated, so that
within another generation there may
be a complete extinction of certain
types of undesirables and before long
only children perfect physically and in
mental powers, will be the rule. This
means the "breeding out" of those
who have taints of insanity, those who
the taint, of licentiousness, of in- temperance, of tuberculosis and other
hereditary defects but now that
Eugenics has provided definite words
for what the world wants and needs
the rest will follow as a matter of
course.
factor in cultural
... development
inuuiaJtiyeness, curl- osity, and the greatest misfortune . to
mankind has been that man had to
himif th manv miestions
which he asked about himself and the
universe round about him.
Mr. Thompson's lecture was but an- other illustration that the Summer
Chautauqua of the School of American
Archaeology, offers that which is the
most recent, the most scholarly, the
most interesting in educational de- velopment, not only along the lines of
archaeoloev but in many of the more
or less remotely associated sciences,
,

HIGH

ALTITUDE AND HEALTH.
The experiments that are being
made relative to the effect of high
tituda on health by noted scientists
on Pike's Peak, are doing much to
pel the fear of high altitude that is
entertained by those who are nervous
or not well posted. Way back in
eastern Pennsylvania, the South Beth-tlehera Daily Globe says:
"According to four eminent doctors
who have been experimenting at the
summit of Pike's Peak, we should all
niove higher up if we want to live
This comes as
ong an(j prosper.
gC0; news to our own mountain
jdenters and sojourners,
"Two of these doctors are accredit-onle(j to Oxford University, the oldest
and one of the most honorable edu-i- s
cational institutions in the English-tivspeaking world, one to Yale, than
which there is none higher on the
0rth American continent, and one
i0 Colorado College, young but full
cf enterprise and vigor.
' Therefore, it Is certain that these
gemlemen ar6 not acting as g press
..gljnts for any Colorado '4iStel
atorjum wnen tney Bay tnat the pr0.
portion of red corpuscles in the blood
js 40
per cent higher on Pike's
peak- than at fiea levei; tnat re)J cor.
tne oxygen carrying
j uscles are
a2(jncies of the blood; that oxygen is
a purlfler and that therefore the
greater tne proportion of red corpus-wer- e
cleR the greater the purity of the
Uoog and tne greater lts disease re--'
peijng power,
.,It ig a well known fact that Europe
Pl.0duces no more rugged men than
tne Highlanders of Scotland and the
mountaineers of Switzerland."
.
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dr'san-planatio-
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gayg the Rat0n. Range:
.,Tne mountain localities of North-havern New Mexico ere acquiring a grow.
0 out upon the sun.baUd
ing
pains Qf Texag and oklanoma for
bg
breeding place for the
com,
mountaJn
geasons
number of these outing
mcreasinS
in.
f""68
!0"'
........
...A.
be much more so the case
Jhis will automobile
roads have been
good
into New Mexico mountains and
Ioresls
lne commonweaun.. men
millions of dollars will be annually
Purd into the Territory by tourists
and thos
seeking the cool places
where one can fish and hunt, or just
loaf amidst inspiring scenery on the
banks of purling mountain brooks,
e

m

t.Zt
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How Aboiut That Fire Insurance?1:

special session, may be well founded.
or it may De merely an imaginary
alarm. But the possibility exists, and
if such a coup snould succeed it would
not be a pleasant opening of the 1912
campaign. The Democratic solidarity
of the House is only too apparent, and
it needs but the crack of the Democratic and insurgent whips to bring
those two forces together to override
President Taft and the Republicans.
In the Senate, the margin is so close,
and the division of opinion on such
questions as statehood, so uncertain,
that there exists that possibility of
the Senate too, overriding a Presidential veto of the wbol tariff and of the
Flood statehood resolution.
This action would be fraught with such pos
sibilities of disaster to the nation, to
the Republican party, to the administration and to the two territories, that
the Republican leaders are wise in
taking every precaution to prevent it.
If statehood comes through overriding the Presidential veto of the FIbod
resolution it would be difficult to
prove to the voters, that statehood
came through Republican advocacy, although such would be the historical
fact. No wonder, that Macchiavelian
schemers like A. A. Jones end his
friends, would sacrifice the certainty
of statehood for the possibility of such
a victory.

A. HUGHES,

Think About It!
THE

--

MOULTON-ESP-

Then Act

MEXICO.

Santa Fe Planing Mill
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.
Mouldings,
Casings, Base,

Window Frames,

Wainscotting,

Door

Frames,
Dry Run Flooring

Ceiling,
Custom Work,

; also General Cabinet
Work, Turning, OddJobs and Custom Work. All work
..
guaranteed satisfactory and prices reasonable.

Office, Bar, Bank and Church Fixtures

Estimates cheerfully furnished

We solicit a liberal share of your patronage.
Specifications, Etc.

It seems that other cities besides
Santa Fe make demands upon the
Santa Fe System for more direct communication, for the completion of dead
ends and the construction of through
lines. The El Paso ; Times, for instance, gives a column of sage advice
to the management of the great system, that reads well on paper, but
which, if adopted would present a few
difficulties to a, newspaper. editor, especially one who as a Democrat, has
been doing his best to harass and
hamper railroad and other enterprises
by Socialistic
agitation, by advo
measures, rate
cating restrictive
making and other processes that have
taken the life out of railroad enterprise in the Southwest, for almost ten
'
years.
Colorado in one year produces $30,000,000 from its mines,
while New
Mexico produces only $7,000,000; Colorado farms raise in one year $100,000,000 worth of crops, while New Mexi
co raises only $30,000,000 worth; Colorado manufactures in one year $130,
000,000 worth of goods while New
Mexico produces only $7,000,000 worth.
New Mexico shoulu produce more
than Colorado for it has greater area,
greater resources, more ancient de.
velopment, better climate, but the
New Mexican cannot for the world of
It tell why New Mexico falls so far
behind the Centennial State unless it
be a case of difference in Individual
efficiency.
-

-

P. M. HESCH, Jr.

muckraker is liable to break laws just
as easily as the beef trust.
"Let us be calm," and "let us go
slow," are two headings in the editorial columns of the Albuquerque Jour
nal yesterday. ; This advice may be
all right for communities like Albuquerque but for wideawake towns
like SHante Fe; it is too sommolent.'

Market

Fluctuated.

Between

Advances and Declines
ard Oil Was Weak.

Slight

Stand-

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New York, Aug. 4. The market alternated between slight advances and
declines during the early session, the
light trading indicating a degree of uncertainty. Further pronounced weakness in Standard "Oil on the curb and
intimations from Washington that
federal proceedings may be inaugurated against the soft coal roads were
not calculated to insure confidence,
The Standard Oil shares held their
early advance, with some weakness
in the less active Industrials.
Bonds were .generally easier but
American Tobacco sixes showed decided strength. '"
The list took a dip soon after the
opening on what 'appeared to be short
selling but prices soon righted and
before the end of the first hour, gains
over last night tjere quite general.
The one markqd exception was Tex
as Company, which fell five points to
102. Canadian Pacific lost all of Its
rise. The market became dull on the
recovery.
Prices eased off in the noon hour
with some pressure on United .States
Steel, Lehigh Valley, Southern Pacific
and American Smelting. Texas Oil recovered 3: The movement as a whole
was downward.
Closed Weak.
The market closed weak. On heavy
offerings in the final hour, the list
made further declines, all classes of
securities being affected. Feeble rallies were followed by renewed bear
attacks which left prices lower than
before. United States steel was again
prominent for its large dealings.
Conditions bordering on demoraliza
tion overtook the list toward the end,

That there is strength in a concerted movement for "decency and a cleaner city, was demonstrated in Bernalillo county, when the board of county
but
commissioners turned down the applications for two liquor licenses, one
of them by so influential a concern,
because the Civic
as a brewery,
League of Albuquerque had protested.
Santa Fe is to be congratulated upon
the movement toward organizing such
a civic league in the near future which
The territorial board of equalization will become a strong factor for the
has instituted careful inquiries as to observance of law and order in the
- :, ,
the amount of delinquent taxes in each capital, where above any other city,
to
There is poverty in the United county. District attorneys that need there should be a strict obedience
States and there is poverty in Great it will be prodded to obey the la,w existing laws and ordinances.
Britain; there are asylums in the big and urged to make a proper effort to
What the general impression is in
cities of this country as there are collect every cent due, if necessary,
Mexico regarding the laxity
New
on
which
taxes
the
selling
of
property
In most of the big cities
Europe,
and Asia. But there is a difference, have not been paid. Tne taxes for 1910 with which murder is regarded, may
and the difference is summed up as" which are unpaid "are now delinquent be gauged from the following editorial
trav- - and it is incumbent upon treasurers expression in this week's Taos Valley
follows
by a
prominent
was and collectors in every one of the News:
eler:
"Ameiflcan
poverty
"A Chicago teamster has been senwas
not twenty-siit.
counties of the territory.
hut.:
werwhpimiTii
ADMIRAL TOGO CALLS
and it was not so to publish the delinquent list, and for tenced to one year in the penitentiary
ON MAYOR GAYNOR.
everywhere,
for
a
to
horse
death
because
stabbing
from district attorneys to take the necesMen did escape
hopeless.
animal
the
not
be
would
stand
quietly
American slums, and their children sary steps to collect the taxes, over- and Reside a hitching post.
No doubt he Conqueror of Russian Fleet
But the English slum was flue as well as costs and me penalty
Make
Will
escaped.
ea
FlflHter
nowned
It Is the deserved what he got, but' If he had
a prison, in which the fallen man and attached for
Twelve Daya' Visit.
killed a man out here in New
his children and grand children rot- - law, and certainly, district attorneys merely
now-bwould
out
he
Mexico,
probably
ted. There was a droop, a sagging to everywhere, and county collectors and on
'
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
small bail.' :
these people; an inexpressible Indif- - treasurers, should be the first to obey
New York, N, Y., Aug. 4 Aamiral
,
ference to surroundings, .an utter self-- ; the statute.
Heihachiro
Togo, sea. fighter and conTwelve New Mexico institutions had
You could seek out
abandonment.
of
Russian fleet in the
the
queror
In speaking of the Henwood case;' only $80,000 to their credit on July 1,
poverty everywhere, but In London it
war, made ready towas
Dut
at
tne
end
school
of
that
obtruded itself."
Attorney General fCrlfflth of Colorado terms and' at a
amenities of his
formal
the
for
day
each
when
insti
time,
that kind of poverty which declares in an interview: "Two taen
It
United StateB.
the
to
visit
twelve
days
tution
cleaned
the
up
appropriations Admiral
would become the rule in the United are dead. Public sentiment is awak-State-s
here late last
reached
Togo
if the Democrats had their waylened. The laws of this state are too in its favor. But the fact,, that none
from England on the Lusitania
of
night
them
deficit
a
had
of
and
all
that
about the tariff and other, legislation often disregarded and human life is
and was welcomed down the bay by
that seeks to drag down the American held too cheap." Public sentiment them had balances, ranging nfrom $319
of
case
in
Representatives, of the Government at
the
the
workman to the level of his Britisn can do much to curb the murder ma-,
and the Japanese governter-to
Normal
Washington
the
School,
$19,000 fpr
brother.
nia and the press owes a duty to the
ment here, and was brought to this
commonwealth by creating such sen ritorial. penitentiary, speaks well for
city on the derelict destroyer Seneca.
The reapportionment bill which has timent.' It is not right to gloss over Republican management.
"When I have seen a little more of
the frightful prevalencec of the mur
passed Congress is manifestly uiifair
of
a
dozen
ardor
The
'
your
country I may have a little mort
to New Mexico in restricting this der lust not only In New Mexico but
as he made
commonwealth to one representative elsewhere in the United States. Tri New- Mexico Democrats who are: a! to say," said the Admiral
on
in the lower House of Congress for vial excuses too often condone the Washington beseeching the Democrat- ready to make an official visit was
admiral
The
to
ic
not
leaders
aban
Mayor
Gaynor.
in
congressional
Mexico
man who is a coward and shoots down
the next ten years. New
the 1910 census had a greater popu an adversary who has the best of the don the provisions of the Flood resolu- later visited by Mayor Gaynor and wis
lation than is required for two repre argument with him. Any deliberate tion is such an unusual display of afternoon will depart for Washington
Presentatives, but by subtracting from killing except to ward off death or party patriotism, that the voters won- where on Saturday he will meet
him
entertained
Taft
sident
and
by
be
Crows
num
"Wnat
is
der:
the
the
the
serious
should
be
Indians,
game?"
considered
that population
injury,
'
ber of inhabitants is just a few lower murder that must be punished swiftly will gather where there is carrion, and at dinner.
Admiral Togo' will make a hurried
a few days will tell whether the carthan the unit needed for two Con and severely.
rion is dead statehood bill.
In view - of the rapid
gressmen.
trip to Annayolis and Mount Vernon,
The difference between Republican
returning to this city, on Aiitsust 1L
growth in populati6n of this commonThree men in the penitentiary for making stops at 'Baltimore and Phila- wealth, Congress should have lowered and Democratic economy Is graphicalthe figures necessary for two Con ly illustrated by the fact that New manslaughter and .murder, apply for delphia.
gressmen, so as to give this territory Mexico has a balance of $12,000 from parole at the coming session of thei The Mayflower will take him to
two representatives, without increas its appropriation "of 100,000 for elec- board of parole. Unless there are ex- - West Point and. after a ptep at Boston
ing the membership of the House ex tion and constitutional convention ex ceptionally good reasons or grounds rnd Niagara Palis, hs will set his
cept by that one, or possible two rep'penses, while Arizona's balance is for clemency, these applications should course .for the Northwest where Jie
resentatives, 'giving- Idaho the benefit' oniy sio.ouo, despite tnat fact that be turned down. It is hard enough will board the . Pacific , Liner Tamba
of the doubt. BotlrNew Mexico andi Arizona's
constitutional convention to get a murderer into" the peniten- Maru for Yokohama.'
f
as many msnibers, tiary and it should not be made too
Idaho will in a few years have enough had only
.
those of easy for him to get out
population for three or four represen-- its counties are just
McCABE AND HIOT WILEY:
tatives but will receive no adjustment New Mexico and its population less
ORDERED PROSECUTIONS.
s
'
that of this territory..
of their rights until some time 1$ than
The legislature of the Lone Star
..'.'.i'v i?" ''.&
'!
1921 or 1922, if then.
State, will Investigate vote buying in Solicitor of Department of Agricu"'
s
There are a few
who Texas, which will be the biggest task
House
Before
lture Testifies.;
The velvet glove of Madero ' has complained because the rainfall of July any legislature ever undertook, if the
Investigation Committee.
been turned by necessity into the mail was five and a half inches, which is Job Is to be done thoroughly. In Dem- (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
necesDiaz
found
as
more
far
than the customary amount ocratic states like Texas, vote buying
it
ed first, such
Washington, D. C, Aug. 4. George
sary to wield, in order to keep some allotted New Mexico. But in Kansas is so general and so flagrant, that the P. McCabe, solicitor of the Department
semblance of control over the nine yesterday, seven inches fell in a few investigation should result in revela- of Agriculture, testified today before
million tatterdemalions of his republic. hours. However, the majority of re- tions surpassing even those in Adams the House investigating committee
that it was on his recommendation,
It isn't every nation that is fitted for sidents in New Mexico will welcome County, Ohio.
Vv
all the rainfall that Jupiter Pluvius
and not Dr. Wiley's, that all prosecudeigns to send this way.
the author, and tions for violations of the Pure Food
Upton Sinclair,
f
nine friends were arrested at Arden, law were ordered or refused by the
The Albuquerque Evening Herald
The Taos Valley News declares Delaware, because .they were playing Secretary of agrieoltura, - ':
remarks quite aptly:. "Things began
to look fairly favorable for statehood that sheepherding is not a very de tennis on Sunday. Now 'Upton hat
"The Bureau ofChmistry collect
until we read In the new dispatches sirable calling, but it is far superior started a crusade against the blue the samples, makes the examinations
'
that ' another Democratic delegation to loafing In the Plaza and letting the lawa of the Diamond State, having and ,then sends too cases to me," said
wife take In washings.
learned by bitter experience that a Mr. McCabe.
.'
had gone to Washington."
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Boom tot Com
morcial Travelers
WASHINGTON AVENUE

MONTEZUMA HOTELS

--

RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE S IDEAL

COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.

Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated,
Booms en suite with private bath an t phone."

......

FINE SAMPLE ROOM.

THOS. DORAN

CHEERFUL DINING
ROOM. FINE CUISINE

n

(.

222 San

5'

;

Electric. Lights

G. LUPE2 HERRERA,

Prop

General Express Forwarders
TO

All Parts of The World

at last

SflVft MftflftV and lnconven,ence by PurchaInr Wells
.7 f UVJ Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'

a Unanimous Vote.
The rejected suitor arose and look'
ed for his hat.
;'
"If you will not marry me," he
said, "let us, at least, be friends."
The fair girl shook her bead.
"No," she coldly replied, "I am opand reciposed to both annexation
- .

Checks and Foreign Money Order

''''

away

r. .v's.

-1

Regular; Meals 25c.

Hot &fCoId Baths.
--

i

By

i.
procity."
he
wen'
Whereupon
humbled Life.
.V

f

rancisco Street

..."

Q

much

.

Rubbing It In.
The Departing Guest Look here,
you know. This is a bit thick. You
charge for writing paper and I havan't
used a bally scrap all the time I've
been here."
The Proprietor Ah, pardon, m'sieu.
It is for the paper on which your bill
is made out! London Opinion.

U. S., Canada, Mexico

REMITTANCES SENT BV TELEQRAPH
:

ii::J0yjm

J. D. BARNES, Agent

.

'

it

(

8hs Knew.
"Of course I'll not let you kiss me,'

.
she declared.
"But perhaps you don't understand
how pleasant it will be." .
"Yes I do I understand all about It
Even from here I. can smell the onions
you've been eating." '

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

.'.'

THOUGHT

IT, A

mi v

Iflfi

Pletun FraminoTastaf ul ly and Satisfactorily

PALAO&

Dono.

8Tt)RY.

SOFT DRINKS
Tfe

one-hal-

i

.two-third-

qeauine

Al

health-seeker-

.

Tilrphini Red JS and have
yamr ardera delivered.

tgiei are sigsifcd to tie ttirsty uieaet&f eeei mi kftfef
c:2 ale, vhj cany, uzx sma, ns taw

tttsx a$m. mi,

one-ha- lf

djfcbMdctwa
KtaU water

Attc

x x
Spring Mineral Water.
ceco

ecu,

JfflCa:
WAKniCg WOES- EY
Pretrktor.
i
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..DEALER IN..
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Wells Fargo & Co. Express

"Plugem Harde, the pugilist, is astonishingly successful." ;j
"No wonder; his "private secretary
Is an
professor."
Finis.

$2.50 TO
$3.00 A DAY

Laiyj X
j
luronauu Kesiaurani
Furnished rooms io connection.

He had a little autocar
And made It go io very fast.
Re landed with an awful jar.
And broke his foolish neck

RATES

Proprietor.

Short Orders run Day A Night.

:K;

I

Large SamDle

iXl

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

NO WONDER, INDEED.
.

4 illdMest

Best?IeIs

Unexcelled

"B-bu- t,

H!.;.

i

ROOMS IN SUITS WI?H PRIVATE BATH'

platform.
"Will you hold the train a moment
for my wife, conductor?" he gasped.
"She Is just crossing the street."
"Can't do it," snorted the conductor
as he raised his hand to signal the
engineer.
conductor, she's going away
to stay six months," cried the thin
man.' "If she doesn't go now she may
change her mind."
"I'll hold it," replied the conductor.

.;,!)

aug;hn, Rrop.

CnUirie and
Table Service

True Sympathy.
The thin man darted across the

i.i.

William

of the

One

.

,

IN 1870.

The Palace Hotel

'

Optimistic.
Some time ago there was a flood in
British Columbia., An old fellow who
had lost nearly everything he possessed was sitting on the roof of his house
as it floated along, when a boat ap,
proached.
'
"Hello, Jim." ,
:
"Hello. Bill."
"Are your fowls all washed away,
Jim?"
.,
"Yes, but the ducks can swim," replied the old man.
"Apple trees gone?"
"Well, they said the crop would be
a failure, anyhow."
"I see the flood's away above your
windows."
"That's all right, Bill. Them winders needed washln',
anyhow."
Housekeeper.

--

-

BANK

& SON

Russo-Japanes-

'

Assistant fcsnier.

Transacts a generaf banking business in all its branches.
Loans money ua the most favorable terms on all kinds of per.
sonal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks
in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells domestic and
foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of money to all
parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms as are given by
any money transmitting agency public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of 4 per cent, per annum, on
six months' or years' time. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes all orders
of its patrons in the banking line, and aims to extend to them
as liberal treatment in all respects as is consistent with safety
and the principles of sound banking. ' Safety deposit boxes for
rent. The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited. 4

'

UNCERTAINTY REIGNED ON
WALL STREET TODAY.

Cashier.

, :
:
:
Capital Stock,
$150,000
and
Undivided
Profits,
Surplus
80,000
:

Sash, Doors,

F. McKAiNE,

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN NEW

SANTA FE, N. M.

GENERAL AGENTS,

READ,

'

OF SANTA FE.

!

COMPANY

E

J. B.

ill

FIRST

IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?

-

'

J. PALE, President.

did yon Ilka
I sent youT i
I've read a
Tanner H)rick-Waa- V
little of It, bat It ain't very thrilling,
After I get through the figures I
gaesa ttll ha mora interesting.
Congressmaa How
that copy of a census

i

City Property, Farms and Ranch Lands
The EAiLEY REAtYV CO;,

.

Uflf hlin Eldf Santa Fe., N. M.
Business Manater.
MABEL BASLE
Collection
Given
of Accounts and Rent!
to
w pedal Attention

i

FRIDAY, AUGUST 4, 1911.

TEE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.

UNITED STATES BANK

&

TRUST' CO.

Does a General Banking

Mrs. Howe, a sightseer of Chicago,
at the Palace hotel.
P. Olivas of Cuba, Sandoval ounty.
lis at the Coronado hotel.
tagar c. Klnnicon, a real estate
man of Albuquerque, is in the city.
C. C. Jones, the well known Denis

Business

Your Patronage Solicited
1.

dayg.

H. F. STEPHENS. Cashier.
President
:
W. E. GRIFFIN, Asst. Cashier
:
-

:

1903.

Incorporated

'

1

-- FOR THE

I

OFFICE orHOUSE
Men's Alpaca Coats
Black and Gray

I

Blue

1

1I1IU

can please you.

.

Light weijnt;

.

HI I L
3
LrlUlLa ib)RUHUE
I

11

WAISTS

SPECIAL SALE

J Is Being Continued for Another Week
Special Bargains While They Last
SEL
P.

O. Box, 219.

nnMPANY
upim fill I

BROS

tl
r.:

:

Phone

MEXICAN LEADER SENDS
VICIOUS LETTER TO WOMAN.

Threatens Her Husband, Ranch
er in Lower California, With

The place where satis
faction is absolutely

Own-

guaranteed. Nothing
but the best- the mar.
,

Death.

i

(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
oan uiego, uani., Aug. 4. Bearing
c
what purports to be the signature of VClUiUrU
Lerdo Gonzales, a Mexican leader
der Colonel Celso Soga, jefe politico
at Ensenada, Lower California, who it'DOliCV
is charged caused the execution of,"
four Americans at Alamo, a letter bV US OI
threatening aeatn to Edward Aiken ofi
Campo, this county, has been received by Mrs. Aiken. The original and
a translation were forwarded to Wash- ingtdn by H. S. Utley, district attorney!
of this county, to whom the matter

1,4.

un-!cf-

IOr Sale. Wc
grlhoro
rA
IU OUr Olll
u,crc fn

first estifhliripH

Kansas City

I

BeefPork, Mutton,
Attorney J. H." Crist left this fore- A
nodn for Dttlce on the Jicarilla Apache ,
VCSl 3(1(1 LS(flI)
reservation in Rio' Arriba county, to
Mr. Aiken owns a ranch at Campo,
take testimony "n land contest cases. 55 miles southeast of San Diego, and
P. A. Sandoval has returned from near the International boundary line.
a trip to Denver and Salida, Colorado.
The letter, as nearly as translated,! Home-Dresse- d
Poultry, Fresh
He saj's that in New Mexico grass is says in part:
and
looks
the range
fine but that
high
"Tanama, Mexico, July 19, 1911,
Fruits and Vegetables
in' Colorado It looks quite dry.
"Esteemed Friend and Lady After Fish,
George Fred Murray of the New saluting you with all the endearments
Mexico Mounted police and a special we at the same time know that you SCHILLING'S BEST
COFFEE, TEAS,
officer for the Santa Barbara Tie and said in these words 'that the first man
BAKING
POWDER
GonAND
EXTRACTS
Pole company, arrived yesterday from that you wished killed is Lerdo
Hodges, N. M.
lbuquerque Herald. zales!' But in place of this, the first
Dr. F. von Huene, of the University time that your husband comes across Money Refunded if Not
Satisfactory.
of Tuebingen, one of the oldest in the lino, well, it is a small matter
Geirmany, arrived yesterday at the You should know the fate of your hus- LAUQHLIN BLOCK,
Palace. He was among those who went band.
"Your friend,
to Santo Domingo to see the corn
214 Don (Jasper Avenue.
i
"LERDO GONZALES."
dance.
Herman Schweizer, manager of the
Harvey curio rooms In the west, re- - rears SUCCEED IN
turned last evening from a visit of sev-- ;
DEPRESSING WHEAT,
eral weeks " lh Mexico and on the
in
AlbaPacific
coast
California.
PROPRIETOR.
Adverse Cables Give Them the Op- querque Herald.
Corn Also Sustain.
nortunitv
Colonel E. C. Abbott of the National.
Dpob in pPiP.
Guard, returned last evening from the!
at
was
rifle range
Las Vegas. He
meti (Bv SDecial Leased Wire to New Mexleanl
at Lamy by Mrs. Abbott and a party Chicago, III., Aug. 4. Largely on
of friends in autos and brought back the idea that five cents advance within triumph to Santa Fe.
ln a. week was. excessive, the wheat
Miguel A. Otero, territorial trea-- , market today took a turn toward the
surer and former governor of New bear side. Besides cables were
arrived yesterday evening appointing. The,,, opening was the
e
fI9.la..6,ia.Jb5flie.ln Santa Fe. Mr.
lower. SeD- a8 iagt nirht to
ro spent the day here on business tember started at 91
to 91
a
matters., tie lormeny resided in Las inss nf i.s tn i.n nt hut roini to
Vegas. Las Vegas Optic.
91
Tilden and Leonard Hoskins re- Corn dragged despite figures from
turned today from Cuervo, where they the Illinois grain dealers association
have; been visiting Mr. and Mrs. announcing a big shortage in the state
Harry Hoskins. Tney brought with crop. September opened ; 8 cent
them ' little Miss Frances Hoskins. off to
cent up at 65
to 65
Th trip was made In an automobile and fell to 65
large purchases on
the part of a couple of prominent
houses here made oats firm. Sep- tember started
cent lower to
j a shade higher at 42 4 to 42
cents
H:
GO and rose to 42 78
Bolstering orders upheld provisions.
I
First sales were 2 12 cent lower to
17
cents higher with January 16.40
to 16.47
for pork. 8.57
to 8.C2
for lard and 8.32
to 8.(37
for

WM.D.

"

REAL

I

OF YOUR
BUSINESS

Hf

SuretyBonds
ct

Ote-!Bam-

2

7--

2

LOANS

7- -:

j

0.C.WATS0N&C0.

.

119 San Francisco St,
SANTA FE, - - - N. M
-

8

S.

SEPARATE COLORS, ANY QUANTITY.
variI grow only the best and
No
now.
Peas
have
such
fine
are
and
eties,
especially
they
heretofore been shown in Santa Fe.

PP A
CWFpT
IT LX I I Lifd

up-to-d- ate

's

J

ORIENTAL POPPY PLANTS
Now is the time to transplant this gorgeous flower. My
poppy plants are right and will grow and bloom the coming,
season. 20 cents each; $1.50 per dozen.'
JAMES

Phone, Black 204.

;

GOLD t

MOST BEAUTIFUL

2

it

FLOUR

2

.

Patent

DESIGNS.

.

h.

iaM

t1

C. YONTZ,

IT IS OUR LEADER sure
Because
no better Flour can be
bought or made at any
price. -

W

r

FIRST CLASS" HACK SERVICE
For hire

at

comers kaci like

.

"

tl

prim

and mMI

In

hmtt,

r;TiEeM!EanKX,Pr

In-te-

x-

BUTT BROS. CO.,

2

also have " Diamond Flour,"

a

STATEHOOD
(Continued

entrusted to our care handled personally and with a view to please.
IIICT DCrCIVCn Anewlot of beautiful CHIF
OUJl lYLvU T LIS FONEERS and DRESSERS.
LOOK THEM OVER.
Exquisite Designs of

derwood entered; upon the. ; contest
smiling, making it evident that whatever the differences or conviction, the
contest was to be waged in good
nature on both sides.
The conferees generally expressed
confidence In the harmonious conclusion of the conference, but all admitted
the probability of a strenuous struggle
The general belief was that a compromise on a raw wool duty,, between
twenty-fiv- e
and thirty per cent, would
be agreed to. They will report to the
full committee ' tomorrow.
Whip Dwight Gate Busy.
Washington, DJC, Aug. 4. Fears
that a coalition of Democrats and Insurgent Republicans in the House
might be abl to pass the wool tariff
revision and Fanners' Free List bills,
and the Flood statehood" resolution ov-

Me-sill- s.

Vegetables
h; s; kauiie a

go.

"

:iv

...

ance.--

MIIUQI!

Phene I6l

Nikt Phne

Red 58

vW

w

xxxxxxxxxxx
Carriage & car painting
;

All Colors

"

LIGHT COLORED

PERCALES 12

SELIGMAN

ADOLPH

!

.

XXX XXXXX XXXXXXXX

i

...

Water Heaters and Percclaten
--

" t

"Tr'

.r- ,-

XX

'ni

i.

t

f:

vi.

Phone Black No. 229 Residence

Santa Fe Abstract, Realty

&

"

Insurance Agency.

' Selected
by
MISS SOUDER,

EARLY FALL MILLINERY,
AT-

J. P. Steed & Son

-

CARPENTERS

..

'

SERVICE

DAY

AND

DARK

PLACES

Santa Fe Water and Light Company

,

X

If you are considering an investment we can
demonstrate that this is ONE of the BEST.;

J

-- i

-

A.

NIGlT.

i-

-

I

SOLE AGENTS
,

i
i!
i!

FOR

ii

Electric Stoves
Electric Curllns; Irons
Electric Chafing JDishes
Electric
Tea Pots

i!

.

Electric Toasters

XX

X X

CO.

.309 San Francisco
Street

Electric Iron? That Stay Hot
,

Ss

Containing 1,000 Bearing Trees,
Best of Ditches and Water Right.

Phone Black No. 52

SOLB-A(3EN- TS

FOR

'

Tesuque Valley Fruit Ranch

.

THOSE

I

DRY GOODS

XXXXX

XX

WEEK

Our Special, 24c Yd.

Regular Price, 30c.

First Class Wirk Guaranteed !:

PAUL P. LACASSAQNE

mZS

SOISETTE
In

I

XXXXX

sign writing

XXXXX XX

X

JULY 29

I SATURDAY,

XXXXXXXX

" .

UP

XX

XXSXXXXXXXXXXXXSKX

ANI CABINET MAKERS.
Washington, D. C, Aug. 4. Gross
'of
Democratic
the
extravagance
majority in conducting "useiess investiga- FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER
tions," was charged in the House toSIGN PAKTING NEATLY DONE
day by Republican Leader Mann who
also claimed .the new Democratic
House employes were Incompetent. He All Wtrk Coannleed.
Pfcoie, Red 115

WIRE

China.

d

FURNITURE CO.

AKERS-YASNE- R

gBBes

((CfVtft!WW'lfr''l.l

Hand-painte-

DRUGGISTS

from page one.

$1.50

All work

2

4

"Always Reliable

FIGHT IS RESUMED.

High Grade Colorado Milling that is er President Taft's veto, should he
make use of It, caused- - Representative
a leader in its class.
John Dwight, the Republican whip,
today to send telegrams to all the ab
sent members of the House urging
DAILY RECEIPTS OF
,
them to hurry to Washington.
Mann Charges Democratic Extravag- -

Tennis Game A tenia game of
Irrigation Ptteh-Sit0
Plwed Oris afternoon
year old Amedlo Prorenclo was 'infest
ana me uairon
i Between
tne
uowis
an
drowned in
irrigation ditch at
The game will be on the
brother.
The boy was subject to epil- tennis courts adjoining the hign
Hts.
, school.
r
eptic
Drowned

, We

2

ribs.

If you want the best that
comes to Santa Fe then
you buy our

- SILVER
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Boss

Rings. Brooches, Pendants; Neck Chains, Bracelets.
No style gift more desirable for your Eastern friends.

Right Price
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415 Palace Ave.
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Little Drug
Store
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W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.

The
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$14.00
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again this summer.
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Dresses,

TO

is an opportunnity you will not have
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I

$4.50

AT SUCH PRICES
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Ladies'
Street

This elegant Stock of onepiece Dresses

Corn-Fe- d

,

36

SWEEP

CLEAN

mmi House
IBp Dresses,
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SALE THIS WEEK

Parlor Market
and Grocery

"

Colonel W. S. Hopewell, of Albu- querque, vice president of the New
Mexico Central railway, is at the Mon- tezuma hotel.
Territorial Engineer Charles D. Mil
ler left this .afternoon for Mountainair
to deliver an address on the irrigation
'' j
resources of 'New Mexico.

Coats

Serge
we

AT

j

Harper J. Cunningham, who owns
a ranch near the city, is at the Montezuma hotel.
,.John H. Riley, the well known cattle, dealer of. Colorado. Springs, Is at
'
the Palace hotel.
""'
?. W. 'Farmer; organizer of the
Brotherhood of Yeomen, was at Albuquerque yesterday.
Miss True arrived yesterday from
her Pajarito Ranch in the Espanola
valley. She is at the Palace.
Miss Hoover,.. a healthseeker from
Mississippi, who spent several weeks
in Santa Fe, has gone to California.
Reginald G. Cobbett, the well known
rancher of Tesuque and who formerly
lived in liondon, England, is in the
city. ...
S. Cohen, who sells rubber tires to
make the pathway of autos pleasant,
Is here.'from Denver.
He is at the
Palace.

?

7i

-

Must Go

A II

PLAZA BAKERY

ver candy salesman, is at the Palace.
Eduardo M. Otero went to Albuquerque yesterday for a stay of a few

B. LAU6HLIN,

5.

in five hours. Las Vegas Optic.
provoked sharp replies from RepreMiss Alice Eames, daughter of a sentatives Jams of
Kentucky, toster
prominent Chicago resident, faaB ar- of Illinois, a?d Fitzgerald of New
rived in the city to spend a month vis- York, Democrats.
iting her brother, E. J. Eames, Jr.. at
his ranch near the Arroyo Hondo project. Miss Eames was here last summer and greatly enjoyed her visit.
"Ammon Dibert came in on last rKESH BREAD AND CAKE
night's train for a visit in the valley '
Dally. 6 Loaves Fine Bread, 25c
and to look after business here. When
Fruits and Groceries
Confectionery.
met at the train by a number of old
friends he remarked that he had heard Ffesfl CreamPuffs Wednesday & Saturday
that everybody had left the valley, but
rnone, 152 Ked- evidently there were a number yet
AM ADO GUTIERREZ, PROP.
left." Estancia News.
P. H.;Hill of Espanola spent today
in Santa Fe.
Phone 49 Main
Phone 49 Main
L. Bradford
Prince,
who was called to Denver on Wednes-day on urgent business, will be borne
'
Sunday evening.
Mr. W. B. Prince came in on horse
back this evening from the Sunshino
ranch in the Espanola valley.

PERSONAL MENTION

CAPITAL 850,000.00
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St. Louis Rocky

READ for PROFIT

&

Use for Results

FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS

Pacific

Company.

Railway

They work directly on the KIDNEYS,
BLADDER and URINARY PASSAGES,
and their beneficial effect is felt from the
start. For BACKACHE, KIDNEY and
BLADDER TROUBLE, RHEUMATISM
CONGESTION of the KIDNEYS, INFLAMMATION of the BLADDER and
annoyingURIN ARY IRREGULARITIES
they exercise a permanent benefit.

FRIDAY, AUGUST 4, 1911.

No Man is Stronger
Than His Stomach
A

THE FORUM

strong man is strong all over. No man can be
strong who is suffering from weak stomach with its
consequent indigestion, or from some other disease
of the stomach and its associated organs, which impairs digestion and nutrition. For when the stomach
is weak or diseased there is loss of the nutrition
contained in food, which is the source of all physical
man " doesn't feel just right "
strength. When
when he doesn't sleep well. ha. o
,.ili.
the
stomach after eating, is HUWIIUUIHU1B
feeling in
nervous, irritable and
be is losing the nutrition needed tolanguid,
make strength.

of Peace Prepare for War.. the establishment of a German naval
'Santa Fe is the most patriotic base on the west coast of Africa if she
can prevent it.
town in the territory.
It sent
In effect Sept, 1st 1910 J
(Read Up)
Great Britain's great trade routes
(Bead Down)
many men to the national guard en
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campment at Las Vegas as any other to South America, South Africa, India
and the Far East all pass within striktwo cities taken together.'"
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The above from the "New Mexican ing distance of Agadir, Morocco, and
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statesmen
have
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British
Such a man should use Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical
of recent date will be gratifying
generations
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Bed man
For sale by all driggists.
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Discovery. It cures diseases of the stomach and other
Oapulln
every good citizen who reads it. As agreed that to allow a possiby hostile
g20
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20
35
Vlftll
organs ot digestion end nutrition, it enriches the blood.
I have said in a former letter on this power to establish itself on the bank
2 45
INVENTION TO ABSORB
50
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Thompson
2 25
invigorates the liver, strengthens the kidneys, nourishes
10
31
can be no better school of these lines of communication would
there
OtinnlngbamN.M
subject,
IN
SHOCK
AUTOMOBILE.
166
tho nerves, and so GIVES HEALTH ZND STRENGTH TO
42
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...OlUton House
for our young men than the militia, be a vital menace to this country.
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Raton, N. M
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foreign
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Ratou.N.M
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Yoo can't afford to accept a tecret nostrum as a substitute tor this nonPatented By 'an Albuquerquean and as it teaches them habits of discipline,
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House
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N'M,...
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today was again marked, the indica
order and manly bearing.
alcoholic! medicine 05 known composition, not even
His Son and Fills a Long Felt
though the urgent dealer
8 Preston
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pointing
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with his head erect, and his come virulent or begin to dissolve.
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Ciinton C. Jones and son Clinton
8
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Atlantic Fleet in Readiness,
EiacJner Jones, better known as "Brad" shoulders squarely carried back, thus
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Ar
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ONE OF OLD TIME PIONEERS
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Unless
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its proper expansion,
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Jcnes, residing at "Jones' Place"
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just secured from the United States a perform their natural functions. Then at Gibraltar at the end of the week. Speaker Beauchamp
Clark
of the Sol Barth of St. John's, Arizona, Trav-el- s
pm
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patent on an ingenious invention of when two or more are walking togther
House May Thus Demonstrate
Over Route of 1881 In His
Deadlock.
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theirs to improve
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office
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communications
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as possible shock better than all that there is a certain ii
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vibration.
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free.
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objects
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Aridone my share toward bringing
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first came to Albuquerque In the sixhaa the tendency to keen. man negotiations qui h,
O. A 8. train leaves Oes Mclnes, N, M- tor the south at 11:11 p. in. arrives from Ithe the invention as set forth in the pat- hodv." whir
is very un- zona and New Mexico Into the Union," ties is dead and gone," said Sol
situation
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of
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ent papers
"provide
The status of the ne- writes the Honorable Beauchamp Barth, the well known old timer and
sion device for motor cars which wil. out of saloons and other haunts of. satisfactory;
Clark of the grand old state of Mis rancher of St. John's, Arizona, in this
VAN HOUTEN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
2. G. DEDMAN,
gotiations might almost be described souri,
relieve the vehicle body from exces- vice.
speaker of the U. S. House of city yesterday. Mr. Barth, hale and
deadlock.
a
M
as
G. P. Agent,
V. P. & G.
Superintendent.
sive shocks and vibrations due to the
All this is incidental to the main
to another veteran hearty after rounding out a half cen
Representatives,
let
last
P. S. Since enclosing my
unevenness of the roads traveled, and object of such organizations, which
Missourian, William H. H. Allison of tury of active life in the southwest
"New
the
in
ter
above
the
appeared
an
afford
easier ridin? is to be ready if the Republic calls
thus not only
has Albuquerque. Mr. Clark protests that and with about the allotted three
movement, but also contribute to ren on her son to fight as their fathers Mexican," and it emphasizes what of he has done all he
possibly can for score and ten to his credit, leaves tothe
to
as
said
danger
been
already
der the structure ,more durable and fought, for the honor and glory of
the cause of the territories. "When I day for home after a visit of a few
ASK FOR
to furnish an improved bearing for the Stars and Stripes. Long before war coming suddenly, and from caus- was
inaugurated as speaker," he days with his son Isaac Barth here.
the axle that will improve the wearing the Civil War, there used to be in- es which are almost unknown to us
"I promised that the bill would Mr. Barth senior will drive a team of
said
writes,
be
America.
may
It
in
YOUR FREIGHT
here
aid
the
oualities, reduce friction, and
dependent companies of young men, that we are not concerned in those pass the House at this session and it mules over a road which he has not
suspension mechanism in absorbing who organized for their own pleasure,
vio- was the second bill that we passed. traveled since 1881 at which time he
unusual shocks; to provide a mechan and were as well drilled as any mili- European questions, but so many
I have also announced that the House
ism that can be practically utilized in tia or regular troops. They took great lations of the International law may will not be adjourned until the Sen- was attacked by Indians and his drivthat
er killed while he had to flee for his
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occur
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conNSW
via
or
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Mexico
either
of
and
to
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the
ico, Arizona,
Coast,
heavy
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pride in their companies, and had
no telling when and how we ate has voted on this measure. I do life to a refuge amid some rocks where
struction; to furnish an equalizing de- their own drill rooms, and had annual there is involved
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
more
could
how
do
see
I
he eluded the Indians. He had with
in them; so I repeat, not possibly
with resilient days for parade and shooting at tar- may be
vice in combination
PREPARE than that. I am yours very truly, him at that time a satchel containing
"IN TIME OF PEACE
members so arranged as to
war
gets, and when the unhappy
Champ Clark."
fifteen thousand dollars in currency,
in producing an efficient and practic- broke out they were prepared to ten- FOR WAR."
Mr. Allison has also received let- and the Indians after looting his grip
MORRISON.
L.
A.
al
truss
formation
particularly adapt- der their services to the country, and
THE
EAST
ters from Senators Reed and William of all the garments and other paraed for use in high speed cars traveling to their great
were
they
J. Stone of Missouri, expressing sengratification,
A
Sailor's
Ditty.
over common roads, and to supply a not compelled to be sent into awkward
phernalia they could find, threw the
timents in favor of statehood.
coin away thinking it worthless. Mr.
take up mechanism subsidiary to, oi squads to learn the manual of arms, Mr. Editor:
-Sure to pass' says Kern.
Barth
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for
sailor's
be
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following
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"In my opinion the statehood reso- - all of it This wa8 only one of many
nary take up commonly used in com- to form company, etc.
some
They thus ten nearly a hundred years ago, the
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lution will undoubtedly pass
as strenuous
equally
pensating for the stretch of a chain were saved the humiliation of what all war of 1812, and it is well worth re- form although I cannot say exactly experiences
Which Mr. Barth has had since he
of
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drive when a transmission of this type new beginners have to submit to.
in
the
pages
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producing
what it will be," writes Senator John firat cam6 t0 tnIa country, simultane-W- .
is employed. To produce a structure
ROUTE
WEST
Notwithstanding, ail the declara- New Mexican:
Kern of Indiana,-tAttorney Isaac ousiy wita the eX0(ius 0f the Mor- combined
maximum
a
strength
having
tions of our peace idealists, that there Ye sons of old Neptune, whose spirits Barth of Albuquerque, in response to mon8 from Nauvoo to the far west,
minimum
with a
weight of material, will be no more wars, and that all
of steel
communication from the ..j nave d0dgea you newspaper men
an appliance that will resist unusual differences of nations will be quietly In tempests were hardened, by peril a gingery
r
local man on the question of the
three aay8 said Mr. Barth,
strains, thus rendering the parts lest gubmitted t0 arbitration, citizens who well tempered,
of the territories. Mr. Barth cause you always tell such stretchers
to
or
from
break
liable
'bending
injury
are proud of the country's honor will Whose limbs like the wild winds that in his letter asked Senator Kern point-- aD0Ut a fellow and if he says a word
Far rates and full information address
iug and conducing to economy in op never consent to arbitration of ques
sweep the bare keel,
edly for his own personal effort m you make a haif coiumn of it I want
erafing expenses.
It By fetters of tyrants shall never be behalf of the measure. "You may rest it
tions which involve that honor.
EUGENE FOX, a.Elp.Paso Texas.
distinctly understood that I deny
The description of the appliance is is too
'.
sacred, and just as a man's
hampered;
assured," says Mr. Kern in the answer, in advance anything you say."
complicated and needs the accompany- honor in his own keeping, so is that
'Mid the storm and the flood
that I will not only vote lor tne, meas-- : Mr Barth has been for many years
ing diagrams for clearness; but th of a nation.
In the midst of all the
e
Still your honors shall bud,
ure but do my best to see that others on oI tne pr0minent citizens of
main feature is a slidable frame on
arbitration, And bloom with fresn fragance though
concerning
for it." Senator Kern's letter zona and has served in the territorial
negotiations
vehicle
roller bearings supporting the
which are now being carried on, here nurtured with blood;
shows plainly that he is personally a legislature a number of times,
body with side springs on bearing is a disDatch which appeared in
For the tars of Columbia are Lords strong advocate of the cause of the,
blocks and a flexible connection be- th Van, Movlr-aof rhn 25th Inst
territories and, that he is confident
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;
Tenn.
In conclusion permit me to say that
Judge J. R. Armijo, a prominent
Miss Kathryn Tinsbulake, Nashville,
Until September 30
nez, Jose Angel, Patricio Garcia, alt and popular citizen of Bernalillo, is my opinion is that the fine Armory Tenn.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
mental
of
should
the
utilized
hall
for
be
before
board
on
here
the
business
of Lamy, N. M.
,
J. F. ' Tinsbulake, Nashville.
'
.
SAN FRANCISCO,
improvement of our "Bold Soldier
equalization.
L. F. Nohl, Espanola.
August 7 to 1 1
MANUEL R.' OTERO,
(Pecos Forest. Not Coal.)
of
Beckwith
a
and
good
Laura
Misses Helen
Boys," by placing
library
J.
H.
Hatch, Galllna.
Register. of Las Cruces are in the city on a books therein, and thus ' teaching
OAKLAND,
Department of the Interior.
August 14 to 17
v
Mrs. R. Match, Galllna.'
visit to Misses Blanche and Bessie them the history of their own and
.U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M..
Miss E. Hatch, Galllna.
' '
other countries. It is difficult to un
Reed.
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
July 12, 1911.
Col. W. S. Hopewell, 'Albuquerque,
' ' Can be an in- how
a
man
of
Albu
derstand
E.
W.
Dobson,
city attorney
George M. Bowder, New York.
Notice Is hereby given that Manuel
fltlldvine
the
without
tolllcrotit
HHun
Is
a
bright young man,
Connections made with Automobile querque and
Ethel Keddler, Las Vegas.
Martinez y Lujan, of Lamy, N.
He was nlstory of the past, and thus prepare
line at Vaughn for Roswell, dally. in the capital on business.
A. S. Smith, Denver.
going:
homereturning one way
made
on October 11. 1904,
Automobile leaves Vaughn for .Roe admitted to practice before the su- for understanding the history of the
Oarl Davidson, Albuquerque.
4
for SW
stead entry No.
$68.35
Via
$62.50
present.
Hoping that this idea will
R. L. Robertson. Buckman.
well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Ros- preme court today.
The Roswell land office is yet to be not be overlooked, I am the friend
Section 3, Township 14 N, Range 11 well at 3:30
m. Automouile leaves
SALE
OP
DATE
TO
p.
ACCORDING
Coronado.
heard from, but so far Santa Fe's land of the militia of New Mexico and of C. A.
E N. M. M. Meridian, has filed not Roswell for
Vaughn at 6 p. m. The office leads in the value of the
Overmire, City.
"
the Republic.
Ice of Intention to make Final five fare between Santa F
past
Return limit on tickets sold August 7th to 11th, and
'
and Torrance
H. T. Yeoman, City.
,
London, July 26. That Germany
year Proof, to establish claim to the is $5.80 and between Torrance and year's business by $10,000.
Uth to 17th, Is October 15th, 1911. On tickets sold
Jose
August
Vilirio,
City.
will get compensation in South Africa
Jand above described, before Register Roswell
'
return
Cuba.
limit is October 31st, 1911.
autoon
Reserve
P.
teats
$10.
Olivas,
daily,
as a result of her descent on Agadir
Race Suicide at Pasadena.
or Receiver, U. S. Land Office, at mobile
D. L. Garden, Glasgow, Ind.
wire.
W
J.
Stockard.
Via
by
which
ao
of
In
band
fashionable:
return
In
23rd
ao
and
on
fe.
for
the
the free
,
Pasadena,
now, and
day
wealthy,
Santa Fe, N. M.,
California, only forty babies were born France Is seeking In Morocco, Is conAugust, 1911.
T
H.
on
S.
want
earth
LUTZ,
If you
If you want anything on earth try in July, when a low average birth ceded here, but it is also learned that
anything
Agent.
trj
Fe, N.M.
Claimant names as witnesses
rate would have made It at least 200. Great Britain is not going to permit a New Mexican Want Ad.
ca, Ul Marti t ."ew Mexican Want Ad.
Jose Maria
"' '
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F. H. McBRIDE, Agent,
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Mrs. Marie C. Navarro, Alcaiue.
ANOTHER BASEBALL
Miss Flossie Sanford, Santa Fe.
Misa Antonia Silva, Santa Fe.
Miss Joan Bailantyne, Santa Fe.
Miss Ruth L. Bacon, Santa Fe.
Mrs. Eleanor C. Allaieida,
Santa
Fe.
Mrs. Mary Fergurson, Stanley.
Miss Annie Mae Flowers, Moriarty.
Miss Lillie Hammer, Moriarty.
Miss Alice M. Wright, Santa Fe.
Charles H. Gooch, Santa Fe.
Donavon Meltabarger, Venus.
Third Grade Certificates.
Miss Anita Bergere, Santa Fe.
Miss Louise Dockweiler, Santa Fe.
Miss Maud Palmer, Cerrillos.
Miss Louise S. Alarid, Santa Fe.
Miss Frances Anaya, Santa Fe.
Miss Belle Anaya, Santa Fe.
Miss Carlota Armijo, Santa Fe.
Miss Enriqueta
Aguero, Santa
Fe.
Miss Julia de Agiero, Santa Fe.
Miss Natividad Martinez, Chimayo.
Miss Josephine Pettine, Santa Fe.
Miss Ruby Roybal, Santa Fe.
Miss Elvira Williams, Santa Fe.
Miss Tiburcita Gonzales, Santa Fe.
Miss Ambrocita
Santa
Rodriguez,
Fe.
Miss Anita Silva, Santa Fe.
Miss Eustacia Tapia, Santa Fe.
Mrs. May Caldwell, Santa Fe.
Miss Frances Martinez, Santa Fe.
Ramon Gonzales, Ildefonso.
Miguel C. Jaramillo, Chimayo.
Jose Villanueva, Galisteo.
Santiago J. Martinez, Chimayo.
Manuel N. Montoya, Santa Fe.
Pitcher George Wiltse
Jose D. Silva, Santa Fe.
Teodoro Roybal, Nambe.
N
Not to be outdone by his side partMiss Jennie Butt, Santa Fe.
Mathewson,
Christy
I deem it expedient, and for the ner,
George
best interests of the district schools Wiltse, the Giants' clever southpaw,
as well as for the teachers who are will go on the stage next winter.
George will not do a monologue stunt,
to teach, that you secure your teach
ers from the above list, as quickly as but will be a member of a quartet comof three other ball players in
possible, and that you will notify this posed
the big leagues. Wiltse is In fine form
office of your action.
JOHN V. CONWAY,
(Signed)
County School Superintendent ON QUESTION OF MANAGERS

RESULT OF RECENT
EXAMINATION OF TEACHERS.
Also List of Directors of Rural Schools
in Santa Fe County as Officially
on File.

Superintendent of Schools of Santa
Fe County John V. Conway, today
mailed the following circular to teachers and school directors, giving the
result of recent examinations for certificate and also an official list of
disschool directors in the thirty-fiv- e
tricts in Santa Fe county outside of
the city:
Enclosed you will find a list of the
Santa Fe county School Directors. I
am sending this, in order to enable
you to write at once and endeavor
to secure positions. I am anxious to
fill all existing vacancies from the
list of those successful applicants,
who attended the Santa Fe County
Teachers' Institute.
If, after a fair effort, you do not
succeed in securing a position in the
Santa Fe county schools, please
write to this office, so I may place
your name on file with the Department of Education, and they will notify you of other vacancies.
If you have secured your school
for the coming term, please notify
me at once, so we may know where to
locate you.
Hoping that t'ne coming school term
will be profitable ana successful, and
assuring you that I am always ready
to aid the teachers in every possible
way. The first named is chairman,
the second secretary. Figures indicate length of term of office.

No. 5, Agua Fria, P. O. Santa Fe,
Antonio Lopez (1), Manuel Ortiz, (3),
Emiterio Romero (2).
No. 6, La Cienega, Bonifacio Nar-vai-z
(2), Jose Padilla (1), Pedro Pino

HIKES AND HIKING

(3).

No. 7, Los Cerrillos, Jesus Armljo
(2) , Sabato Sagaria (3), J. D. Espino-za- ,
(1).
No. 8, Galisteo, Donaciano Angel
(3) , Pedro Ortiz y Pino 12), Apolonio
Chaves (1).
"
No. 9, San Ildefonso, Teodoro Garcia (3). Felix Lujan (2). Eduardo
Roybal (1).
No. 10, Stanley, J. M. Keeves (l),
J. O. Leatherwood (2), W. T. Pruett,
(3).
No. 11, Golden, Nicolas Montoya
(3), Escolastico Martinez (2), Ramon
Nieto (1).
No. 12, Lamy, Juan Sanchez (3),
Roque Tudesque (2), Patricio Cha
ves (1).
No. 13, Canoncito, Nicolas Gutierrez (3). Bias Garcia
(2), Fldencio
Garcia (2).
No. 14, 'Nambe, Emiliano "Lopez
(3), Romalo Lujan (2), Jose G. Val
dez (1).
No. 15, Nambe, Benigno Romero
(1), Teodosio Ortiz (2), Antonio Or
tiz y Rivera (3).
Benito Lujan,
No. 16, Pojoaque,
(2), Hermeregildo Roybal (1), Eva- risto F. Trujillo (3).
No. 17, San Pedro, Manuel Aranda
(2), Amado Aora, (3), Ben Cunning
ham (1).
No. 18, Santa Cruz, Manuel Vigil
(2), Ramon E. Quintana (1), Manuel
D. Vigil (3).
No. 19, Cow Springs, P. O. Lamy,
Juan M. Angel (2), Patricio Garcia
(1), Juan Martinez (3).
No. 20, Chimayo Reyes Ortega (2),
Victor Ortega (3), J. E. Jaramillo (l)
No. 21, Hyer, M T. "English (3), C.
O. Hyer (2), D. R. Horton (1).
No. 22, Otto, J, D. Cauthen (1),
Otto Goetz (2), Sven Olson (1).
No. 23, Glorleta, Robert Clokey (1)
Henry Rivera (3), Thomas M. Bart

lett (2).

No. 24, Kennedy, Benito Seiler (3)

Juan Sanchez (2), Julian Garcia (1)
No. 25, Agua Fria,' P. O. Santa Fe,
Epimenio Montano (1), Ramon Baca
(3), Jesus Velarde (2).
No. 26, Rio Enmedio, P. O. Santa
Fe, Romulo Benavidez (3), Jilian Be- navidez (2), Maximo Jimenez (1).
No. 27, Madrid, Mrs. Benjamin Hill
(3), Robert T. Hynd (2), Guy Winkle-back (1).
No. 28, Los Cuarteles, P. O. Santa
Cruz, Eulogio Maestas (2), Bias Quin
tana (1), J. R. Quintana (3). .
No. 29, Sen Ildefonso, Alfredo Lujan (3). Maximo Herrera (1), J. A.
Montoya (2).
No. 30, Aua Fria, P. O. Santa Fe,
Juan Baca (3), Fabian Lopez (1)
Jose G. Lopez (2);
; No. 31,
P. 0. Stanley,
Fairview,
John Green (1), Grover Martin (2)
E E. Shaeffer (3).
No. 32, Bachelor, P. O. Moriarty,
R. J. Thompson (1). C. V. Morrison
(3), W. L. Wimberly (2).
No. 33, Cuyamungue, P. O. Pojoaque Valentin Valdez (2), Donaciano
Ortiz (1), Cenoblo Romero (3).
No. 34, Venus, G. L. Basset (3), G.
N. Meltabarger (2), Clyde Foreman
(1).
, No. 35, Cedar Grove, P. O. Venus,
W. O. Kays (3), I. W. Caudle (1),
Joe Black (1).
List of Certificates Granted.
-

I have fist received the returns of
the last two county teachers' examinations from the Department of Education, and the following Is the list
of successful applicants:
First Grade Certificate.
Miss Estella Bergere, Santa Fe.
Miss Ada Jane Harvey, Santa Fe.
Miss Ethyl Thompson, Moriarty.
Miss Mamie Slceloff, Moriarty.
Miss Zoe E. Smith, Otto,

w.

O. Kays, Venus.

Socorro County.
Some mining men from New York
are at ROsedale, Socorro county, to
consider the rebuilding of the stamp
mill at Rosedale which was burned
to the ground last year. At the time
the mill was burned it was a paying
proposition and should be even more
so now, as a slightly better quality of
ore is being taken out
W. R. Cace, a mining engineer from
El Paso, has been at Magdalena look
ing over certain parts of the camp
with H. W. Russell. The Germany com
pany has laid off all miners and ma
chine drill men in this big tunnel un
til the big electric hoist is installed,
After that It is intended to put on a
lull force and sink a deep winze as
rapidly as possible.
Socorro County.
The Ernestine Mining Company of
Mogollon made a shipment of concentrates to the El Paso smelter. The
shipment consisted of 366 sacks, and
they filled a 25 ton car to its capacity,
These concentrates
are valued at
$500 per ton and the total value Of the
shipment was over $12,000. A ship
ment of concentrates made about the
same time by the Socorro Mines Com
pany was considered too valuable to
go by freight and was consequently
sent by express. This little bunch of
dirty looking stuff was worth about

's

$10,000.

'Grant County..

Stewart Kedzie, who resided for
some time in Lordsburg but who is
at present in Portland, Oregon, has
been instrumental in organizing
the
Ricolite Company of the latter city. J.
M. Freilinger, who is president of the
company, about two weeks ago ar
rived in Silver City, from which place
B. B. Ownby accompanied

The discussion as to the relative
merits of a bench and playing mana
ger for a baseball team is again un
der way.
"I believe that before long all managers will be bench managers," says
Hugh McBreen, 'treasurer of the Boston Americans.
"I think the game is
coming to that Baseball has gone
ahead so much and come to be so fast,
before long the manager will have all
he can do to sit on the bench and direct the play without attempting to
get upon the coaching lines. Managers must plan ahead, must be figuring out the next play, and upon the
lines they are apt to lose sight of
moves ahead they have in their minds
in the immediate duties of coaching.
"You see a manager coaching at
first base one minute and then a situation arises that takes him over to
third base, and it doesn't seem to me
that he can make these moves and at
the same time plan as clearly as it
he were on the bench without anything to bother him except planning.
Then, again, by sitting on the bench
all the time with the players around
him he is constantly getting their
ideas and finding out just what they
think of what ought to be done."
Now, it just happens that the Boston
Americans have a bench manager,
which may or may not influence
opinion; but at any rate it
is probable that the officials of the
New York, Cincinnati and Brooklyn
clubs in the National league, and of
the Athletics, Detroit, Chicago and
Washington clubs, in the American
league would agree with him.
The secretaries of the other major

him to view

the company's holdings which- are
about tnree miles from Redrock. Mr.
Freilinger was enthusiastic over the
quantity of ricolite to be' secured, as he
had already been much pleased with
the quality as shown in the samples
The company 1b capitalized at
and unless unforeseen circumstances prevent, work will be begun
about the 15th of August. The deeds
have been sent for and only the closing of the business transfer is to be
completed. It Is for this purpose J. M.
Freilinger has been in Lordsburg the
past week. There are several orders
to be filled as soon as possible, the
largest of these' being with a Vancouver firm for $20,000 worth of the
ricolite. Stewart Kedzie is Interested
in the new company, having a controlling interest. It was he who went to
Vancouver and personally secured the
large order above , mentioned. The
shareholders are much encouraged by
the present outlook, as indications are
favorable for large orders of the ricolite for building purposes at toe San
Francisco fair in 1915. Ricolite is a
beautiful form of onyx and can be had
in colors ranging from white through
the various shades of green, etc., to
almost black, running in stripes and
wave effects. Many beautiful combi
nations are to be had. It is used In
making soda fountain and for hays
lobbies and interior decorations. It
can be taken out by the new company
in large slabs of any desired thickness
at prices low enough to compete with
marble. 1250,-000-

,

Baby Every Four ' Minutes.
New York city has now 5,000,000
residents. ' Health Commissioner Le- derle announced today that the popula
tion of the greater city has reached
the total of 5,000,497 that is, if the
stork continued to da his duty as
hrrctofore.Nt TodSy the average of
births was one every four minutes.
On July 1, 1898 when the different

boroughs were first consolidated, the
( 7. Second Grade Certificates.
There is
population was 8,272,418.
Miss Josephine Cunningham, Santa only one city in the world that has a
'
'
Fe.
, larger population than New York and
Miss Margaret Cunningham, Bants that la London, the population of
f
which at the census taken last spring
Fe.
Miss Edith HIckox, Santa Fe.
was found to he 7,252,963, which la
about 2,260,000 more than the New
Miss Lucy Ortiz, Santa Fe.
York figures.
Miss Almle Wittman, Bant Fe.
,

.

THE STAGE

H. L. ORTIZ,

PAUL A. F. WALTER

at

....

II. H. DORM AN,
Master
E. LINNETS.

Secreta.-y-

.

Sinta Fe Chapter

& COMPANY

PROBERT

Attorney-at-La-

New Mexloe

Investments

Lai ds, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Money Loaned for Investors
Attorneys
We have for sale general stocks of
Practice in tje Dlstrl t Court as
Retail Lumber Yard
well as before the Supreme Court of Merchandise,

7.30.

CHAS.

Attorney and Counsellor-at-LaPracticing before all the courts Jn
the Territory.
New Mexico
Santa Fe

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

Regular communi- cation first Monday
of each month at Santa Ft,
Hall

CURDS

PROFESSIONAL

MASONIC.
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M

Masonic

Business

other

and

the territory.
Las Crucea,

Opportunities

Taos lounty.
New Mexico. throughout
Bank References Furnished
New Mexico.
Taos,
C. W. G. WAF.D

No.

1, R. A. M.

Regular
convocation second
Monday of each month
Territorial District Attorn y
DR. C. M. RILEY,
at Masonic Hall a For San Miguel and Mora Counties
7:30 p. m.
Physician and Surgeon.
Veterinary
New
Mexico.
Las
Vegas.
JOHN H. WALKER,
Graduate of McKlllep's
Veterinary
H. P.
College of Chicago.
E. C. ABBOTT
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
Work of All Kinds Solicited.
Attorney-at-LaDentistry a Specialty
Santa Fe Commanderj
Office: Kast side of plaza, comer
Practice in the District and SuNo. 1, K. T. Regular
preme Courts.
Prompt and careful o! Frisco and Shelby Sts.
conclave fourth Mon- Attention
Phone Red 138.
given to all business.
fi? day in each month at Santa Fe.
New Mexico
Masonic Hall at 7:30
-

p. m.

CHAS. A. WHEELON, E.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Kecorder.

of New York

Giant.

this season, and should the Giants
win out the show will receive a big
boom.
Wild Base Running Wins.
Wild base running seems the thing
which is winning ball games for the

Tigers this year.

Amoigthe.

iPJayersni

C.

ern with a .425 average.
Joe O'Brien is being boomed by
some of his friends In the American
association circuit for the next presi
dent of the National league.
Battery of Brothers.
"

Capt. Bobby Wallace.
league teams would probably declare
in favor of the playing managers, who
are as follows:
Chance, Chicago Cubs, first base;
Clarke, Pittsburg Pirates, left field;
Dooin, Phillies, catcher; Bresnahan,
bt. Louis Cardinals catcher; Tenney,
Boston Doves, first base; Chase, Yankees, first base; Wallace, St Louis
Browns, shortstop.
The whole question Is, of course,
largely a matter of Individuals and
personality, and will probably he a I
source for argument as long as the
t
came exists. .....
The New Definition.
"No. Gaonra I cannot indue nan
He
to look upon you with favor.
M ""&
says Tour lainerroo a bribe ;
"A bribe! How very coarse! Why,
that money which father took wasn't
a, bribe it was the dastardly proof of,
an Infamous poUtieal conspiracy"

"You hear a lot about brothers
pitching and catching and making a
battery," says Bob Groom, the tooth
pick twirler of the Washington Nationals. "Well, I was a member of
the Groom brothers battery once, back
In Illinois. That was before I enter
ed professional ball. I was known as
the 'strikeout king around St. Louis,
ndt far from my home, and usually
fanned 16 or 16 men In a game.
didn't have much but a wide curve,
but, oh, how it used to feaze those
lads trying to hit It During the en
tire season before I entered organized
baseball I averaged 15 strikeouts to a
game.
"I was billed as one of the Groom
brothers battery and people used to
come to see us work. . Alec Groom and
Bob Groom got their names In the
papers with great regularity.
"But Alec Groom wasn't my broth

DR.

G. W. PRICHARD

of each
Wednesday
Chas. R. Easley
month. Visiting broth Chas. F. Easley.
EASLEY & EA8LEY.
ers are inviteu and
Attorneys at Law.
welcome.
Practice in tha courts and before
CARL A. BISHOP.
D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler. Land Department.
Land grants and titles examined.
Secretary.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office Estan- cia, N. M.

o

Mountainair
Chautauqua
Assembly
MOUNTAINAIR, N. M.

August 2nd to 13th.
ROUND TRIP RATE,

$7.30

From Santa Fe.

STYLES IN

M. DIAZ,

Dates of Sale,

July 31st to August 12th.
Return limit, September 2
fare'
1911. One and
from all other points in New
Mexico and El Paso, Texas.
one-fif- th

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.

Foley Kidney Pills are composed oi
selected for
ingredients specially
their corrective, healing, tonic, and
stimulating effect upon the kidneys,
bladder and urinary passages. They
are antiseptic, aniilithlc and a uric
acid solvent.
For sale bv all druggists.

BOOK-CASE- S

IDEAL

STANDARD-COLONI- AL

Three different and distinct types of StobeAtfrirfckt "Elastic" Book-Casmade in dull or polish finish quartered
oak or real mahogany. You can select a pattern adapted to
the character of room you have chosen for a library. We early the goods in stock, with plain, leaded or plate glass doors,
es

i

New Mexican Printing Com pany, sole agents, Santa Fe, N. M.

EVERY LAWYER AND

Li OFFICER

NEEDS THEM
Volume 15, New Mexico Reports, Covering
the Decisions and Opinions of the
New Mexico Supreme Court
1909 and 1910

Now from the Press,
PRICE $3.00, POSTPAID

VOLUMES

1

Manav'c Isivac4
lUUliey b UIgeSI

TO 14 IN STOCK
Covers Volumes I to 9 Inclusive,

Price

$5.00,

Postpaid

DERDEN'S DIGEST
Price $7.50, Postpaid

Missouri Code Pleadings,

iSoode

$U7, Postpaid

Herewith are some bargains offered
He was my cousin. However, few
.:
ever knew that, and we passed for a b the New Mexican Printing
Cede of Ciril Procedure et the
long time as the Groom brothers bat
tenr."
Territory of New Mexico, 1SS7. sheep
bound, fi; paper bound. 75c Missouri
Pleading tones, $5; Missouri Code
a worm Turns.
do- "
to n,eet a
Pleadings. SS; the two tor 110.
And ,muh
ugiy
to New Mexico Code, Laws
xT. learned just how to do it now!" Adapted
of New Mexico. 1889, 1901 and 1M8,
The letter carrier said.
English and Spanish pamphlets,
fnlt leather fa.
Sheriffs FlextU
Reaaon For lt
CtTsr Poek't Dockets, single, fl.M;
ofmen In the
"I like
Mew
two er mere books, Si each.
An Economist,
flee and Jaggsby seems so stupid.'
Mas
M'xloe
Court
Surreae
Reports,
"So yon are going into the automo-"Oh. Jaggsby is the most wide- - 8 and IS
inclusive, ts.30 each. Oea
bile trader
awake man I know."
7& e, Caat
"I never thought he was enter pflatlea Corporation Lars,
"Yes," replied Mr. Chugglns. "About
0
c
Laws,
Messrs
Mining
pilasJea
can
feel sure that prising."
ithe only way you
Now Mexico Reports. taV
yon ean afford to ran a ear la to get" "He isn't That la not what makes Jigest of
htm wide awake. Re's got Insomnia," aeon, SfcM: fell Met sjeel Mask.
into the business.'' ,
er.

Forms for Missouri

Pleadinr

mm-pany-

:

J.

RESIDENCE, CAPITOL PLACE
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
Practice In all the District Court"
rnone, z J o nea
Santa Fe iodge of and given special attfitvn to cases OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
Perfection No. 1, 14th before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Phone, 220 Black
degree. Ancient and Ac- Off ce: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fe, N. M
HOURS. 1 to 3 P. M.
OFFICE
cepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on
HARRY D. MOULTON
the third Monday of each month
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
In
at 7:30 o'clock
the evening In
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Attorney-at-LaGenito urinary Diseases.
Visiting fcotish Rite Masons are cor
dlally' invited to attend.
THE WASSERMAN & NOGUCHI
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, 32.
TESTS. SALVARSAN "606"
Santa Fe, N. M.
Venerable Master.
ADMINISTERED.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Chemical
and Microscopical ExSecretary.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
aminations of blood, sputum, urine
and gastric contents. Directions
& P. O. E.
WILLIAM McKEAN
Santa Fe Lodge No.
for collecting specimens given on
Attorney-at-La460, B. P. O. E. holds
application.
and
Law.
Land
Mining
its regular session on
New Mexico. State Nat. Bank Bldg, Albuquerque, MM
the secand and fourth Taos,

Independent Order of Beavers.
Ty Cobb says ball players make
Santa Fe Dam No. 80, I. O. B. holds
their own luck.
its
session at 8 p. m. Meetings
The poor baseball player is the only firstregular
and third Friday. Visiting Broth
one who knows no holidays.
ers are always welcome.
Ping Bodle looks a good deal better
GEO. W. P RICHARD.
in the outfield than on second.
President
"To bean, or not to bean, that is the C.
J. NEIS,
among
big
league
question,"
pitchers
Secretary.
Bill Burns has been doing good
work for the Phillies since he joined
F. W. FARMER
them.
Homestead No.
John Collins of the White Sox is
2379.
doing his best to steal all the home
Brotherhood
of
run thunder.
American Yeomen
Playing when It Is too dark to see
Second
Meets
the ball does not appeal to the ma
and Fourth Thurs
jority of the fans.
Burch of Brooklyn started as
Delgado's
days,
Hall. H. Foreman,
pinch hitter this year, but graduated
into a regular berth.
C. G. Richie, Cor.
Western teams appear to be the
Sec. Mrs. Dais?
most formidable competitors for both
Farmer.
Chicago teams this season.
Catcher Madden, formerly of the
Santa Fe Camp
Boston Red Sox, has been purchased
1351. N. W. A.
Nationals.
the
Philadelphia
by
meets second Tues
Umpires are beginning to feel that
day each month, so
the manly art of self defense is more
clal meeting tLird
satisfactory than the levying of fines,
at Elks
Tuesday
Bobby Wallace has signed a hard
Hall. Visting neigh- Busch
of
in
Fred
collegian
hitting
bors welcome.
the Michigan Agricultural college
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul
team.
A.
CHAS.
RISING, Clerk.
of
the Milwau
Catcher Lou Criger
association baseball
kee American
team was given his unconditional re
Santa Fe Camp No.
lease.
6G73, R. N. A. meets
Good, taken in trade by the Cubs
fourth Tuesday of
from Boston for Kaiser, has been
each
month; social meeting third
playing a strong article of baseball
so far.
Tuesday at Elks'
Wagner does not play first with as
Hall.
VI si ting
much grace as he does short, but he
neighbors welcome
comes
that
anywhere
gets everything
NETTIE VICKROY,
near him.
Oracle.
Trainer Tuttle of the Detroit Tigers FLORENCE RISING,
says Jennings' men never bother their
Recorder.
heads trying to pilfer signals from
opposing batteries.
Babe Towne, manager of the Sioux
City team and a former White Sox,
is leading the batting list of the West

:

I

Fraternal Societies

A

Which Is More Capable, Bench or
Playing? Largely Matter of Individuals and Personality.

Alire (2).

'

STAR ON

d--

No. 1, Pojoaque, Manuel S. Roybal,
Sala-za- r
(3), Jose A. Lujan, (1), Jose P.
(2).
No. 2, Rio Tesuque, P. 0. Santa Fe,
Hipolito Dominguez, (3), Juan D. Do
minguez. (2), Max Roybal (1).
No. 3, Santa Fe, Higinlo Martinez,
(3), Beatriz Vigil (2), Telesforo Rivera (1).
No. 4, Santa Fe, Valentin Montoya
(3), Juan M. Martinez (1), George

'
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Price

$5.17,

Postpaid

COMPILED LAWS 1897
SESSION LAWS

IN ENGLISH AND

SPANISH

1899, 1901, 1903, 1905, 1907, 1909

,

FOR SALE BY THE

;

wide-awak- e

IIEl'i MEXICAN PRIIITIIIG
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

CO.,
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received

We

al-

;

Pork,

K, C.

Corn Fed

Wenniwurst, Bologna. Headcheese, Lunch
Meat and Boiled liam

k,

Phone No. 4.

F. Andrews

"t!!'

-

""

y

semi-prgfess-

A

'

""t

Tk.

Sweet Breads, Liver and Brains.

SAUSAGE--Por-

excur-Augus-

9.

ture.

ways buy the best, and this
lot is Extra Fine K. C. Beef.

Veal, Nice Young and Tender.

beautiful Just now.

Qniiun iid

i

Kansas City Meats
Have just
the best lot
of beef we have had.

t
Full moon will be the Lamy branch train taking
before encampement was over were from 300 law students to be a member
'
sionists to Santo Domingo this, morn- - seen at the capitol yesterday dra wing of the Woolsack Club.
FOR SALE three-rootent house ing, Santa Fe trains No. 3 from the pay for their services as guardsmen.
Athletic Exhibltlon-- It is reported
east and 10 from the south, due .at The soldiers drew $i per diem. Al- on' good authority tnat the Santa Fe
furnished, $100.00. Frank Andrews,
FOR SALE A lot of kindling. Very noon were two hours late this after- - though their pay cnecka were not large Dam of Beavers will send a few of
Mr8- Dudr0W' 828
the men treasured them with unusual its most adroit boxers to the Elk
I
5 Santa Fe? N. M Aug. 4, 1911 X
.PJ?ly
Detter pride as testimonials of their
HoWs Business?
street.
Getting
Agua
Theater tomorrow night to take part
Mexico.
New
X
For
Tonight X
- to stand ud in battle and to wnrirability
to
with
fool
afford
I
cannot
No
in a friendly bout attorney G. Vol-neFake,
and Saturday generally fair. X
Andrews.
in
canal
n
rllpffinc
facility
then
Read
Howard who had a "mill" at camp
tnwhu
advertisement,
my
Not much change in tempera- - X !you.
Home Dressed, lambs and hens at
we are offering.
potatoea. Affcer all tnere
llng
wtih a Duke City
boxer,
X come and see what
X ture.
Andrews.
John Pflueger.
nothing litre a liberal education, boys! is said to be hankening to put on the
but
will
on
be
Rush
The
A MAfhn WaUnmA nn
Saturday
fa
nhn.
Ice
Cream on Sunday at Capital ilm
gloves again.
nminl'kfa onrf cholvoa q tq Till! anndrews gives you if you get one that
District
,
City Dairy. Milk and cream always luc
Preparing Tr anscript.
Girl for Housework
Wanted Girl on
u
enougu tor ait. uui uellc.
floeg nQt guU you
hand. Phone Black 188.
Safford is preparing
u
Clerk
Edward
wanted for general housework.
Apwe
cou
cnauces cuiub nunc
D
guaiauni..E. uhu9 T)AQ,,e. the transcript for the appeal to the
Sweet Corn from Andrews' gardens tee
ply at 405 East Palace avenue.
you style, size and quality. No there is big money for you. John
Andrews.
at
supreme court made by Renehan and
We Have One Tailors Goose at
jun. uui. uiukbu hub, bu
Pflueger.g advertisement is full of
Do you desire to double your money must go.
John Pflueger s, the shoe,good live ones an(, hla store is. a Davies in the case of Jose Refugio
Goebels.
Lucero sentenced for 25 to 30 years to
in a short time? If so, purchase that
'
Liquid Gold and Better Butter at
min- Paradise of bargains for the shoe buy- - the penitentiary in the Taos district
from
miles
Houae-Ttwo
farm
acre
hundred
he;
Contract for Clarke's
Andrews.
Jg wjde &wake and wUI teke for second
degree murder.
Moon Light Slides
Several Santa Plaza, under fence, and cultivation. Chicago Mm ana mmoer company
of his big clearance salea
advantage
Feans are planning moon light horse- C. F. Easley, Laughlin Block.
Albuquerque has Deen awaraea tne
Celery, squash, FIFTY BURIED IN
Sometning New
to contract for the mill work for a hand-- ;
Noon Train Was Late Owing
back rides as the nights ere unusually
green chnl egg pant and everything
A SEWER CAVE-Isome resilience ui uie oyauum tjyc else in vegetables at Andrews.
to be erected in Santa Fe for J. E.
Wilson Two' Italians
Wilson Mills, Attorney.
Were Killed and Four
Clark, superintendent of public in- Mills, son of Governor Mills, Yele 1910
at Midland,
Fatally
Injured
struction. Albuquerque Herald.
and now studying law at the UniversiPennsylvania.
PHONE 92
PHONE 92
Picnic Sunday You get'., the good ty of Micnigan, at Ann Arbor, is put
things to eat at Andrews:
ting in part of his vacation aB a law (Br Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Feast Day Stricken From Calendar. student in the law office of Renehan
East Liverpool, Ohio, Aug. 4. Two
In accordance with the policy 01 tne anfl Davies. Mr Mins was hard at Italians were killed and four others
of
Holy See to reduce the holy days
work th,g mornlng ln the capitol law fatally injured today when fifty men
obligation in the Roman Catholic library on a big bref 0f a caSe which wero buried in a sewer cave-iat the
church, Pope PiusfX has issued a pon- Mr Rnehan haa appealed to the
plant of the Pittsburg Crucible Steel
list
from
the
decree removing
ritorlal gupreme court. Mr. Mills Company at Midland, Pa., 7 miles
of holy days' of obligation the least made a very enviaDie reCord at Ann from here. Quick and effective res-or the immaculate uoncepuon, , De- Arbor ffuring the past year, having cue work prevented a larger loss of
'
cember 8.
been one of ten selected by the faculty life.
A Pleasant Day Yesterday was an
ideal summer day when the maximum
for the sixth consecutive time reach-- !
ed 80 degrees. But last night the
temperature dropped to 52 degrees
and at 6 p. m., last evening, the rela- tive humidity was only 26 per cent,
Fair weather is predicted for tonight
and tomorrow.
Phone 12. SANTA FE, N. M.
CLARENDON GARDENS.
Better Butter the kind that comes
at
Andrews.
25c
2
lb.
in
for
quarter sections,
Rolled Roast, no bone, 20c lb.
Hamburg Steak
Big Crowd ; to Dance. On the ex
Boil Beef,
lbs. for 25c. Round Steak, . . 15c per
cursion of the Santa Fe' to the Green
Roasts, . . . 10c. per lb. Shoulder Steak, 2 lbs. for 25c Corn Dance at Santo Domingo, this
morning, 131 people went from thiB
Hearts, Livers, Tongues, Brains, Etc.
city, 23 from1 Lamy and 16 from
An extra coach had to attach- Chops, 17
Roasts, 17
ed to the branch
ain. Quite a
number of people, also went in auto15c.
lb.
3
25c.
Stew, lbs.
Legs,
mobiles and several went by wagon.
Trains From South Late Santa Fef
Some Nice Fesh Native Veal and Prices Right trains Nos. 2, 4 and 8 will not get to
Lamy until 10:30 or 11 o'clock to- or remodel this season? If so, let us advise you
A Fine Bunch Coming To-da- y
nignt, wnicn wouia Dring ine return-- : iyj
ing excursionists into Santa Fe after! jlM
regarding your plumbing equipment. It is one of

tuc nmiv

no. 4 Andrews "Cash" no:
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Phone No.4.

Turquoise, Laveliers,

j

,M
j

1

I

'5 M

Kansas City and Native Meats

j

n

j

Amethysts, Opals,

EXQUISITE DESIGNS
IN
We recor-m.-Waltham Watches
because we lieiieve them to be the
Lest. Our stock offers a wide assortment of
rd

GOLD AND SILVER

FILIGREE

"It's

the Santa Fe Boosters' Association. We are
going to handle Kansas City and Native Meats,
but our specialty is going to be Native Meats,
as every dollar spent for that stays right here
at home. If we pay a farmer or rancher for
cattle every merchant in town gets part of it,
where, if we send it to the packing houses, its
good bye dollar. "NuffSed."

ai

S.

SPITZ,

For Rent

August 1st
--

i

lO

Cut Flowers

j

All

Varieties

0

j

Cer-rillo-

PORK

c.

Forequarters, 40c

to Build

j

Hindquarters, 60c.

90c.

f,

8 lbs. for

SPUDS!
8 lbs. for 25c

25c

CANTELOUPES

Rent

ROCKYFORDS.
For 25 Cents.
The' First of the Season.
All kinds at the right prices.
4

VEGETABLES

Fine Hens and Spring Chickens. Get your
order in, as they won't last long.

5 Room House, Johnson Street, with Bath and

Furnished or Not.

DAVID LOWITZKI

ii

Are You Going

for

SPUDS!

8 lbs. for 25c.

ROCKYFORDS.

5th"-F- or

One-hal-

SPUDS!

6 Room House, Furnished orNot.
116 College Street, v

Range.

0

j

lb-P-

MUTTON
VEAL.
OH, YOU KIDS!

The Jeweler

f&ents.

t

i

,

Time You Owned a Waltham."
V.'e will show
you the exqui-titel- y
thin model Wahhams
of
the Colonial Series and will
name the Waltham movement
best suited to your
require

August

MEATS, especially to

Just a word about

BEEF

Waltham Watches
Come in end talk watch with us. It will
r.ot obligate buying and it may profit you
much.
Ue will explain what constitutes
B gcud

ter-tiflc-

phone 92 U AYIN AR

O

im

n ' l M AR K FTphone 92

iimiu

u

City Agent H. S. Lutz to send the
Lamy branch train to Domingo to bring
the excursionists home.
Welch's Grape and Doles Pineapple
Juice at Andrews.
Hcrse Answers Call of Wild Jack
Collins prize bay steed was taken to
a stable today lo have his appearance
improved by the application of the
electric shears. Th animal stood the
ordeal well and when it was over felt
so exalted as to tear away from halters and guide ropes kick one of the
men nearby, dash past the stable and
the
through several yards visiting
green lawn of A. Windsor on Don Gas-pa- r
Avenue.

the most important elements of
the home, and should receive
careful consideration.

'

,

Bathrooms which we have
installed are giving their owners

perfect service.

'jStattfcKf

Plumbing Fixtures and our expert workmen never fail to give
satisfaction. Illustrated litera
:
ture always on hand. f '
s

I

FOR SALE BY

Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.

Drawing Their Pay Several Santa
Fe "soldiers"- who were called home

BEG

ifii

New Soft Hats !

New Soft Hats!

A FINE SOFT HAT DISPLAY, SURELY."
These are Soft Hat Days, and Soft
Hats were never so popular as they
are today. There are so many new
shapes that are in good form : : :
l Hats for the Conservative Dresser and
46

THE
1

Star

J

Quality eoea in
before the

Hats for the Smart Young Fellow
THE

.5

V

The

1ST

Colorings

BEST HATS. S2.50. SS.5D

ID

SO.GD

are Blacks, Browns, Olives, Nutrias and Pearls.

WE ARE HATTERS AS WELL AS CLOTHIERS, AND WE FIT
,

4

THE

Star Hat
Quality goe in
befor tlie brand

EVERY HEAD AND FACE WITH

Hat That is Both Becoming and Correct.

Come in and Look Them Over
6

y:Jt,'wW-- '

".

"s,-,'-

X

,

c. ,i

tit, V

J.'

1

i

,t'

'ic

'

THE

L

Star-H- at
Quality goes in
before & brand

